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Ancient Order of Pie Eaters Making
Plans to Do Things to Governor Cur
ry as Soon as He Takes the Reins.
A Queer Combination of Broken
Down Democrats
Reformers, Stale Beer, Bad Whiskey
and Cheese Trelford Will be Re-i- n
stated They Say.
Anti-Republica-
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they do not hesitate to say so.
It Was An Awful Wow.
The Ancient Order of Pie Eaters
felt sure that R. L. baca would be
appointed to fill the prison vacancy
ana tney naa it neatly framed up
to prefer charges against Acting Governor Kaynolds and II. L. Baca.
Their disappointment was keen.
All that they can say against
ll
Is that he is a republican and
will stand with his party.
Tlio Plot Thickens.
To try and precipitate trouble the
Pie Eaters are spreading the report
that in the early days of Colfax county when Ldttreli and Curry j were
young men, they were bitterly opposed to each, other politically and that
aa enmity sprung up which has never
been appeased. The Pie Eaters are
now planning to use this if possible
and try and precipitate 111 feelings
upon the governor's arrival at Santa
Fe.
Just Keep It Quiet.
The firing line of gossip which this
ancient order keeps in constant operation also contains another little story
which, however, is not to the Pie Eaters' liking. It Is to the effect that a
large number of dispatches sent to
Washington on behalf of Hagerman
and which were represented to the
president as "spontaneous
oulbursts
of public indignation" were paid for
by Hagerman out of the contingent
fund of the territory. This could not
be verified as the vouchers for the
expenditure of these funds by Hagerman ,are among a "few" missing
records that to date have not been
located in the gubernatorial oilice.
The present outlook is that the An
clent Order of Pie Eaters will con
tinue the amusing sport of drinking
been and having pipe dreams, while
running the territory In fond imagi
nation wnn tneir mouths.
arvd
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INCHED REVOLT
New York, July 4. Mme. Marie de
Ruiz Sanvodol, of Mexico, whose husband. General Fanclsco Sanvodol, is
now with the army in Guatemala, announces that she has received a letter from her sister, Isobel de Ruiz, a
resident of the City of Mexico, stating
that she and about sixty other Mexican women of high degree, have been
imprisoned on a charge of attempting
to incite revolution.
She says that the women are confined in small dirty cells in the Belem
prison, and are treated as common
felons.
The women Involved, according to
the letter, belong to a society organized primarily for charitable purposes
and for mutual Improvement, and
politics is in no way involved in its
affairs.
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have a full campaign map
I'e.l out, so it Is f.tid by one who
one ,f the- - clandestine sessions, and Hie prepared to run i.ie
whole territory when Curry gets
here.
.
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CHALLENGE

Henley, England, July 4. The Bel.
gians are trying to carry off the grand
challenge cup for the second year in
succession .as the crew sent over by
the club NautUiue de Orand, today
Leander, Great Britain's
defeated
crack eight, In the socond heal for
the trophy.
The Belgians won by a length and
Time 7 minutes SO seo- oinls.
"elglans- opponent in the finals
be Christ Church. Oxford, who
this afternoon
easily defeated the
Thames Itowing club, time 8 minutes",
one-thir-
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The Citizen's correspondent vislt",l
a large number of the business men
of Santa KV and found them well
'pleased with the change in the prison management
The solid substantial mem In rs of both parties who own
homes he e and w ho have something
at stake, speak in the highest terms1
of the new superintendent,
Marion;
and of the prompt action of
the acting governor In removing Trel- f jrd. The change was most welcome
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Kort Collins, Coin., July 4. Policeman John Alten was beaten to death
last night in the -- Jungle" district In
tlie river bottoms, patrolled bv him.
It is reported thai his life has been
threatened on account of his ai tivl'.y
against Illegal li,Uor selling.
I'cll Itown Shaft,

Cripple Creek, Colo., July
len Richardson, aged
was Instantly
killed by falling down the shaft of
the AJax mine this afternoon.
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ARRESTED

Several Thousand Acres of New Yorkers Spent Nearly Mexican Consul and Other
Valuable; Timber Have
Four Million Dollars
Officials Are Involved
Been Burned.
For Fireworks.
In Affair.
BLAZE HAS NOT,
DOUGLAS CITIZENS
CHICAGO HAS USUAL
BEEN EXTINGUISHED
DEMAND HIS RETURN
LIST OF ACCIDENTS
Silver City. N. M July 4. The
Chicago, July 4. An advance celegreat Gila forest reserve in the south bration of tho
Fourth In Chicago last
western part of this territory Is on night caused the
death of one perAre and the Gila rangers, aided by son, serious
injury to many, and much
hundreds of residents of that section, damage to property through
fires and
are making a fight to subdue the explosions.
flames, which are burning in the Mo- The fatality was caused by nervous
gollon district.
shock a woman falling dead when a
The fire has already burned over giant firecracker was exploded close
an area exceeding two thousand acres to
her.
and owing to the inability of th)
Though the police made numerous
lighters to control it, the damage will
probably bo much greater before It arrests in an effort to enforce the
burns out. The nearest water is four "sane fourth" regulations, the din and
miles distant.
The loss to
Is damage to life and property were as
many thousands of dollars asdate
thou- great as ever.

sands of valuable trees have been
ruined.
The fire Is in a very densely timbered district, which makes it all tho
more dllllcult to extinguish. Its origin is a mystery, though It was probably started by campers.
Burning l or a Week.
In addition to the rangers, there Is
a contractor's force, which U getting out timber In part of the reserve,
which Is aiding in lighting the lire,
and a number of men from Sliver
City have been sent to tha scene.
The lire was first discovered a week
ago, when it had burned over only
a
few acres, but the man who found it
was unable, because of the heat to effectually light it ,and while he went
for help to a point some dlsutnce
away, the blaze got beyond all
control.
It is the general opinion that it
must burn Itself out before It is controlled. A large tract will be cleared today and tonight in front of the
tire and unless the wind changes, the
rangers will be in control before
morning.
How Hungers Fight Fire.
There is a vast amount of dead
and fallen timber in this district, and
much underbrush, which the forest
rangers have not yet had time to clear
up, hence the fire moves rapidly and
is of such volume that It cannot be
approached, necessitating the clearli
of tracts of land at some distance In
front of it in the effort to extinguish
the blaze.
The forest ranger does not use wat.
er to light tires. His tools are his ax,
mattock and shovel, and with them
he clears out a space in front and
on each side of the approaching fire,
nicn, wnen it reaches the clearing,
of necessity fitnna
He also throws dry sand or earth
on a blaze providing he can net close i
enough to take that action, and In
every instance, he tries to protect the
most valuable timber.
Immediately after the fire was reported to Supt.
by the
rancher who had first seen tho Humes
who
and
rode to .Silver City in twen-- 1
ty hours to make a report, he started1
C H. Goddard out to take charge
of the fight against the tire.
Mr,
Goddard made the trip in one night
by hard riding.
He was authorized to Incur any ex-- 1
reuses necessary and he is now di- reeling the work of the men who arc
it the lire.

Xolsy Celebration.
New York, July 4. Dealers esti
mate that New Yorkers have pur- unaneu nearly jour minion doliars
worth of fireworks. The Fourth, in
consequence, is noiser man ever,
Tammany
Hall celebrated
the
Fourth with oratory and fireworks.
"Long talks" were delivered by Congressman Henry T. Balney, of Illinois, and James M. Branson, of Colorado.
This is "Garibaldi day" In New
York, being the hundredth anniversary of the birth of the Italian liberator.
"Mother Queen of Oregon."
Portland, Ore., July 4. One of the
most Interesting affairs in connection
with the Fourth of July celebration
In this city, was the naming of Mr.
Mary Ramsey Wood, as the "mother
queen of Oregon."
Mm. Wood, who is 120 years
age, and In possession of her facul-of
ties, did not participate actively In
the exercises.
Following
appropriate
exercises.
General George H. Williams named
publicly
her
as "queen" and was applauded by hundreds of people, who
gathered to witness the exercises.
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Several Villages Ruined and Vast Spent Several Hours Looking
Loss to Farmers Throughout
Over Points of Interest In City
That Section-Ma- ny
Narrow
and Were Immensely
Escapes Recorded by
Pleased With Their

PRISONER ARE

FOURTH

Two .Special Trains of Edu
cators Arrive. Enroute
to Los Angeles
Meeting.

Cyclone In

OF HOW THE GREAT CITIES MEN WHO KIDNAPPED A

GILA RESERVE
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Brave Boast That There are Strings to the Routh Rider Ex
ecutlve and That Certain Combinations Will Pull
Them Witfiout Difficulty Headquarters Opened
In Rear of Saloon and Deep and Grave
Deliberations Take Place
There Dally.
Santa Fe, July 4. (Special).
Since the announcement that George
Curry had been appointed governor
of New Mexico, several people have
stepped Into the limelight with the
boast that they will control Curry in
a great many of his official acts and
that they will incidentally side track
a few soft snaps for themselves.
Among them are several out and
out democratic politicians who played in with the Lord Hagerman dynasty and a number of active Hagerman
supporters during the brief reign of
that late lamented despot.
A sort of a secret understanding
exists between these people above
mentioned, and it came' to light in
the Trelford hearing. The Capital
City people know, these men by the
rather unique title of the "Ancient
Order of Pie Eaters."
In a way the name is singularly
appropriate.
According to their
boasts "pie" is what they are after.
I AKioy Chief Me Ratrr.
The present leader
of the
crowd Is Charley Easley, the
secretary of the penitentiary
board under the Hagerman regime.
Charley Easley is a democrat originally, later a reformer and now one of
the select few to pull the Curry
strings.
He has worn out
several
pairs of shoes here recently running
around the streets in an effort to get
affidavits and statements from San
Francisco street saloonkeepers
and
merchants with whom Trelford had
some dealings, which by the way are
in themselves more or less interesting.
Muller Charter Mcinlx-r- .
Easley--althful
lieutenant is Fritz
Muller, who Is not much of anvthing
in the political line although he pro- ue a repuoncan. holds a fed'""wJob10 under
eral
a republican administration and votes the democratic ticket on the side. It is a notorious fact
that for six years at least, Muller has
not voted a straight ticket unless it
was a democratic one.
K nu no (ho Ambitions
rovr.
Muller is aided nnd abetted
by his
side partner, one Kaune bv name, a
long, lean, cadnverous looking
who is known all over Santa Fo as a professional
kicker.
Kaune's chief political ambition
to
o.ue nns neen to hold a seat In the
city council where he fought everything favored by any one else.
Willie Never sk Questions.
illie Schnepple,
postassistant
master, who does what Muller tells
him to do and never asks questions,
is also a member of the "ancient order of pie eaters."
Muller says they are sure that they
can secure the reinstatement of Trelford and do not want him to return
to his home in Kansas until Curry
arrives. Since Muller says so, Schnepple says so too. He obeys orders.
Strange IU-- IVlious.
These two say they will handle
the republican side of the affair while
Charley Easley, who is noted for his
ability as an orator without saying
anything, is authorltv for the statement that he will handle, the democratic end of it with the assistance
of O. A. Larrazolo, t'hrla Monero, A.
A. Jones, O. N. Marron and the
Hurkhart- Morning Journal
combine of Albuquerque. Those who
know something of the present situation and who have tin Intimate knowledge of (ienrge
Curry's
make-u- p
laugh at the scheme hatched up by
these
They know that the
deal is a wild sort of dream but at all
events it makes interesting reading.
SIissm
iiv the Phsm
Nearly every afternoon Word!
the "Ancient order of Pie Eaters" holds a
meeting in the back room of a San
Francisc o street saloon and deeD and
dark are the schemes that are hntch- -
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Douglas, Ariz., July 4. Warrants
were sworn out today against Antonio
Maza,
Mexican consul, Harry
Shropshire, constable; J. F. Dowdle,
guard: Sam Hayhurst, a ranger, and
bee Thompson, a policeman, charging them, with
kidnaping Manuel
Sarabla from tha Douglas Jail' Wednesday night and taking him to Mexico.
The warrants are being served thlj
afternoon.
The prisoner was arrested
here,
presumably for murder, at request of
me .Mexican consul, who had him
strongly guarded until he was kidnaped from the Jail and taken In an
auto to Old Mexico.
Douglas Indignant.
A mass meeting, largely attended,
was held at Douglas last n'ght and
a demand was made that Sabarla be
returned to this city. The audience
waa Indignant and threats of violence
were made against tho local ofllclals
who are said to have assisted In the
kidnaping. Strong resolutions were
adopted, demanding that the Mexican
government Immediately return
man to Douglas and proceed to tho
extradite him In proper form.
No one here believes that Mexico
has any charge against the man, who
stood high in this community, other
than a political affair.
The mayor has investigated
tho
matter and it Is stated that several
city officers will lose their places for
assisting In the kidnaping.
MIX KltS fOXVKNTIO.V

Living.

Trip.

La Crosse, Wis. July 4. Reports
from the district east of here, which
was swept by a tornado laat night,
show that Air. and Mrs. John Dame,
of Oakdale, were killed, and Mrs.
William Buttertleld fatally Injured.
Oakdale, with a population of BOO.
was almost swept away, only one
building, the station of the St. Paul
railroad, being left standing. A number of ipersons in addition to these
mentioned, are reported seriously injured.
The full effect of the storm was
felt first in Millstone. Traveling south
it struck Warren's mills, where the
buildings were torn down and a number of persons hurt.
Crops were
ruined and farm buildings torn to
pieces.
South of Oakdale, a strip of country south and east of Tomah was laid
bare. Damage Is also reported at
Marsh Cut, Tunnel and other points.
People Asleep.
The tornado, when It struck Oakdale, literally took everything in 1U
path. Most of the people were asleep,
and were suddenly awakened
by
their homes being torn to pieces. The
scene was indescribable and It is regarded a a miracle that hundreds
were not killed.
The St. Paul station, the only build
ing left standing, did not escape in
Jury, but was badly dilapidated. It is
beln; used today as a headquarters.
morgue and temporary hospital. In
one of Us rooms lie the dead bodies
ox tn two victims of the storm, while
In 'the other rooms are' the seriously
.
.
Inlureif

Albuquerque Is host today to severhundred school teachers,
ing many of the most prominentPoindeducators- of the eastern and central
states, who are en route to California
tt ettond the meeting of the National KJucatlonal association, which
ns
next Monday In Los Angeles, and
which will be attended by at least
7,600 teachers.
A special train on the Santa' Fe arrived at 1:25 this afternoon, carrying nine Pullmans loaded with school
teachers, both women and men, and
a ueconu train arrived at 1 o clock,
likewise freighted.
The teachers remained here for
nearly two hours and they "had the
times of their lives' "as guests of the
local teachers and the Instructors
from the University of New Mexico.
Prominent Educators.
Among the prominent educators on
the special trains were:
Dr. Thompson, president of the
University of Ohio; Superintendent
Shaw, of the Columbus, O., schools;
Superintendent A. M. Greenwood, of
the Kansas City, Mo., schools; John
K. Klrke, president of the Missouri
State Normal school, at Klrksville;
Walter Oidlnhagen and wife, S. U.
Underwood and wife, both connected
with the Kansas City schools; 8. W.
Carr and wife, in oharge of the Dayton, O., schools; O. B. Morrison,
president of the McKlnley Manual
Training school of St. Louis, and
scores of other prominent school
teachers.
i Their
train left Chicago- on July
1, and for the past four days .they ..
have tieen-- stopping at various places,
viewing the wonders of Kansas City,
Leavenworth,
Pueblo,- Colorado
Springs, pike's Peak and Denver, but
they did not strike the "really" interesting point In their Journey until
they reached Albuquerque.
Surprised Them.
"I never saw such a place," aald
Prof. James Hutton, of the University
of Illinois. "Why you have a modern
pushing city of fine aspect, splendiu
buildings, and everything that we are
used to back in the states, while all
around you tower big mountains with
air so pure thjit one almost feels intoxicated while breathing It. Then
right here on the depot platform, you
have the quaintest Indians on earth.
Hack of you on the west you have
what is probably the oldest town in
the country, all 'doiby.' and It beats
me to have to explain to my friends
nere, mat mere s a modern race
track with races and ball ramea rw
Ing on adjoining that town at this
minute."
Visit Many Plmvs.
Prof. Hutton's amazement
was
only a sample of what the others felt
and expressed. The party spent their
alloted time in the city and every
moment was filled with surprises to
them. The new city, old town, the
Klo Grande, tho lumber mill, and the
thousand and one other Interesting
points that Albuquerque
present
were all visited briefly.
one large party started to walk to
the mountains, believing that the
p?ak they saw east of the depot
could easily be reached in 20 or 10
minutes, but they came back after
reaching High street, an Albuquer-quea- n
having admitted to them that
the mountains are a good many miles
away, even If they do look so close.
The first special lest at I: St o'clock
and the second is due to leave at 4.
One feature of the visitors that attracted general notice was the beau
ty or the women and the good look
ing
There were" pretty 'bright cheelT'fi
plenty ami a better attired party
never visited Albuquerque. They were
like a party of school children out
for a lark too, and they had fun all
me lime. 'iney 11 always remember
the Duke City.
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Others Aliasing.
.mere are a number or persons
Hissing, dik a searcn or the ruins has
failed to discover any more bodies
ami it is probable that thev took
fuge somewhere last night and have
not yet reported at the station.
At Millstone, many buildings were
damaged, but no one was hurt. At
Warrens' mills, the cyclone tore all
the buildings to pieces and the real.
dents of that vicinity had narrow escapes, but all escaped death.
inrougn tne country over which
the storm passeti. there Is not a
building left intact today, and the
crops present a scene of desolation.
Hiere was no warning of the an- -

r.

proaching storm, which came sudden

ly, hence the people were unable to
find time to escape.
Held to Her Doll.
One little girl and her mother, wh?
were asleep in the same bed, were

found after the storm lying a half
mue apart, neither seriously Injured.
The little girl still retained her hold
of a did! which she had taken to
bed with hor.
One old man and his wife, who had
arisen to shut out the storm, were
found In the cellar of another house
a block away, that house having been
blown off its foundations. Neither is
fatally hurt.
A storm cave at the home of James
Damson was totally destroyed, only
a ragged hole being left to mark Its
location. No one was In the cave.
Scores of horses, cattle and other animals were killed.
Today the people are walking
around the villages and over their
fields, unable to comprehend the awful disaster which has overtaken
them. They seem dazed and do not
understand how, where last night
w ore peaceable, prosperous
homes and
farms, today there Is nothing but desolation and death.
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Colorado .Springs. Colo.. July 4Denver, Colo., July 4. The fif- letter
carriers of the Itocky moun
teenth annual convention
of the tain region are noiutng their annual
Western Federation
of Miners ad- convention
In Colorado Springs tojourned sine die last evening after day.
choosing Denver as the meeting place
Delegates from Wyoming, Utah,
for next year.
ew Aiexico and Arizona are present.)
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AT THE

TERRITORIAL PRISON

Santa Fe, N. M., July 4. No specwas rendered today, but
the usual noise of bombs, firecrackers and other Fourth of July accessories kept thing? up to the standard
"f y"unS America's ldeaa of a safe
"u sane celebration.
At the penitentiary, only such labor as wan necessary was done, and
In addition to being allowed to spend
the day in their cells, the Ininat.;
witnessed two games of ball inside
the walls.
Tnu dinner today was a treat of
Hnu"' roast pork with apple sauce,
"aked potatoes, stewed tomatoes,
lfn'''"ai fresh rolls, peaches, coffee,
lemonade,
ln"k
M'F.K IS
'"
' .
' 'SSI'.I,i.
"
loin, auij
Itunyan, the defaulting tellernesier
of the
Windsor Trust company, whose amazing
of
theft
from
the
a.317
bank's
Shocks In Kngluiul.
was chronicled yesterday, is be.
Wallasey, F.ngland. July 4. A vaults
lieved by detectives to be on board a
slight earthquake shock was felt here sailing vessel bound for the Mouth
at noon today. No damage was done. Seas.
ial program
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You Have ONLY Until July

Classified Advertisements;

607

BABY

IN JAPAN

LOST

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

LOANS.

Opportunity Knocks But Once at Your Door
W

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organ
Furniture,
Horse, Wagon and other Chattel;
also on SALARIES AND WAR!
On

HANTUD.
WANTED At once, a first class shirt
waist lroncr. Apply at the Imperial Laundry.
WANTED A first class cook for the
Santa Fe restaurant. Price no ob
ject If the rook is right.
WANTED A plain sewer. Children'
clothes a specialty, at 208 South
Arno.
Phone 1320.
WANTED First class cook at Allen
$50
hotel. Must furnish reference.
per month.
J. M. Allen, Magda-len- a.

HOUSE RECEIPTS, aa low aa 111
and aa high aa $100. Loan
art
quickly made and strictly
private
Time: One month to one year given
Oooda remain in your
possession
Our rate are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship ticket to and from
part of the world.
N. M.
Room t and 4, Grant Eldg.
WANTED To borrow $600 on im303 H West Railroad Ave.
proved ranch property, about 80
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Mrs.
house.
acres. Good
Open Evenings.
N orris. 110 East Coal avenue.
People who want some-thlnVANTED
to advertise in The Citizen
want column. A few lines cost but PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
few cents but bring returns an
hundred fold;
LAWYERS.
Agent who has had some
VANTED
experience In measuring, to handle
Ira,
clothes,
M. Bond.
our line of
408 samples neatly set up. Address
ATTORNEY AT LAW, It F.St.
Tlehner & Jacohl. Rochester. N. Y. N. W.. Washington, D. C. Pensions
WANTED Ladles who wish stylish land patents,
copyright, caveat
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Call
patents, trade marks, claim
on Miss C. P. Crane, 612 North letter
K. W. D. Bryan.
Second street. Millinery at half
ATTORNET AT LAW, Albuquer
price.
WANTED organizers, either sex, ex-on que, N. M. once, First National
alary of $100 a month and
Bank building.
associapenses for an
E. W. Dobson.
tion, paying weekly sick and acciATTORNEY AT LAW. Offlee
free
dent benefits and furnishing
memCromwell block, Albuquerque, N. If
medical attendants to all its
will be
bers. Liberal contract
DENTISTS.
made with producers of business.
American Sick and Accident AssoDR.
J. K. KRAFT,
N.
Y.
Buffalo,
ciation,
Dental Surgeon.
MEN WANTED.
2 and 1, Barnett building
Room
MEN WANTED Somewhere every over O'RIelly'a
drug
tore. Phon
day. If you are looking for a Job No.
744. Appointments made by mal.
's
put a want ad in The Evening
want column and it will do
1IL C. A. ELLER,
the rest.
Dentist.
N. T. Armljo Building.
Phone 89
FOR KENT.
Edmund 3. Alger, D. D. S.
modern tent
RENT New
FOR
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
Offle
house, furnished. 1022 South Walhours, 9 a, m., to 11:30 p. m.; l:$t
ter street.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnish- p. m. to t p. m. Both phone. Ap
ed front rooms, near business cen- polntment made by mall.
Cornel
ter: rates reasonable.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
cottage
flats Homeopathic Physician and Surgeoa
FOR'RENT Furnfshed
Occidental Life Building. Teleand rooms for housekeeping, cheap
for the summer. By the month $10 phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
and $15, or by the week. Mrs. E.
DR. II L. UUS1.
K. Norrls. 110 East Coal avenue.
Office,
8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
cottages,
FOR RENT Several small
Tuberculosis
treated with Hlgfe
housekeep'
all nicelv furnished lor
Current and
Ing.
Hot Frequency Electrical
J. B. Block. Jemez
Germicide.
given each
Treatment
Springs, N. M.
8
day
a.
m.
p.
4
from
m. Trainee
to
FOR RENT Three room auartment.
newly furnished, first class condi nurse In attendance. Both phones
tion, electric lights, bath, gas and
DRS. URONSON & RRONSON,
coal ranges. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205
Homeopaths.
west Gold avenue.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
pmce
ana
(28.
residence,
EMPLOYMENT.
DR. S. L. BURTON.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
Physician and Surgeon.
The Citizen's want column will fur
Albuquerque, N.
Highland
M.
nish you a quick and ready means omce,
6io south waiter street.
New
of securing it at a minimum ex'phone
1030.
penditure.
Put a want ad In The
tomor
be
today
work
at
and
Citizen
row.
UNDERTAKER
rOR SALB
BORDERS
alloy.
In the Beautiful Mesllla
Tracts of all sizes to suit purchasers.
Phillip l4iil & Investment Co.,
ARCHITECTS
Las Cruces. New Mexico.
Spencer.
W.
F.
7
bed,
top
canopy
Rooms
brass
A
Bar
FOR SALE
nearly new, cost $110 for $60, with nett building, Albuquerque, N. it
Apply 120 South Both phones.
box springi
Fourth street.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
f"ORSALE
Ten native mules. Alexander Sandoval, Sandoval, Sandoval
Thoa. K. D. Maddlson.
county.
Office with W. B. Chllder.
Ill
FOR SALE Fine young Jersey bull. West
Gold avenue.
Inquire mornings, at 611 North
First street. Geo. A. Blake.
Long Live tho King
FOR SALE KirRt class driving horse
perfectly safe for lady. Good rub- Is the popular cry throughout Euro
pean
good
countries,
harness.
while In America,
ber tired buggy and
the cry of the present day is "Long
Inquire at 613 East Garfield
live Dr. King's New Discovery, King
Throat and Lung Remedies!" of
FOR SALE Half Interest in estab of
whloh Mrs.
Julia Ryder Palno
ilshed poultry business. Bred-t- o
(Mass., says:
Turro,
"It never fall
Lay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
relief and to
prop.. 12th street and Mountain to give immediate
quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mrs,
.
road.
Palne's opinion is shared by a ma
FOUND.
jority of the inhabitants of this coun
FOUND Through the want column try. New Discovery cures weak lungs
of The Evening Citizen, Just what and sore throats after all other
you have been looking for. An remedies have failed; and for cough
advertising source sure to bring re and colds it s the only sure cure,
turns for small expenditure. Try a Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c and
want ad and be convinceu.
tl.ou bottle free.
L08T.
LOST Bunch of keys near corner ol
Central avenue and Fourth street,
Finder please return to Citizen ofAND CURE
LUNGS
fice. Reward.
LOST Anything you lose except your
oy
a
reputation is sure to be found
WITH
want aa in i ne citizen s warn cui
nmn.
To show
I'll stop your pain tree.
you first before you spend a penny
can aa,
what my Pink pain TaDieisPackage
0NSUMPTI0N
Price
of
will mail you free, a Trial
COeMI.OO
OUCHSan
s
neaaacne
Snoop
Tauieis.
them Dr.
OLDS
Fret Trial.
lUaurs.lsrla. Headache. Toothache, Pe
rlod nalns. etc.. are due alone to blood
for all
Cure
Surest
and
Uuickest
Shoop's
Headach
congestion.
Dr.
THROAT and LUNO TROUBTablets simply kill pain by coaxing
LES, or MONEY SACK.away the unnatural blood pressure,
jmmwmJ0
i.i
Mi ..
Dr. Shoop, Ha
That Is all. Address
cine, Wl. Sold by all dealers.
made-to-ord-

It Made Millions of Dollars For Him. Schwab Took
Advantage of His Opportunities.

second

17 Month's Old Child Miracu

Ready to Tackle America Any
Time Says Hawaiian
Governor.

lously Escaped From

He knew that the Skldoo property adjoined the famous Wild Rose district of California and he
Death.
knew the Wild Rose district was fabulously rich.
It did not take him long to see that the mineral belt stretched further east and west, north and
rTj
south than the Wild Rose district.
7
NEXT ADJOINING TI'E FA- Since then it has been found to cover vast tracts in three state.
1'hoenl.t. Ariz.. July 4. Great ex
MOUS SCHWAB PROPERTY IS THE
citement was cauMMt in Mesa, a small
town near here, by the report that
Skidoo-Treadwe- ll
son of John Brown
the
was lost on the desert northeast of
town.
Among the Richest in the District
A large number of men started out
t once to search for the wandering
ll
Mining company and the board of diThis property Is owned outright by the
Dauy, and the search was kept uu
rectors has authorized the sale of 100,000 shares of stock lor development purposes at only 5 cents per
e wlP be a winner
all night. The early part of the night
share. Work is already under way. Several rich strikes have bueii made una ill
was dark and lanterns and bicycle
without doubt.
liiiwps were used, but no trace of the
little one was found until about 1
o'clock, when the moon began shining. A tiny track was found nearby
Seems So Small That It Looks Almost Like a Fake BUT
two miles from the child's home.
de5
cents per share during the
Tou may remember the Mohawk, at Goldfleld. Its stock sold at
This was soon lost, but the tired
velopment period. The surface assays of this property shewed 42 cent to the ton less than half what
searchers continued the task of look
ing for a mnall child in a big desert
shows.
the lowest assay of the
SHIPPED
THIS PROPERTY
MOHAWK IS NOW SEI.MNO AT $17 A SHARE. RECENTLY
covered with cactus.
1700.000 IN GOLD AS THE HESCLT OP A TWENTY DAYS' RUN. THE LEASERS ILVVE REEt'SED
daylight a new relay of
lAbout
$3,000,000 rash for thn ton months' lca.se which Uiov hold on the properly.
searchers put In an appearance and
11 group
up the (hunt. It was feared by
has a large quartz ledge running
THEN REMEMBER THIS The Skldoo-Treadtook
through the entire property, In width from 60 to 80 feet and exposed on the surface for 3,000 feet. Asthat time that the little one had
says made at the grass roots show values of from 82 cents (the lowest) to $15 (the hlg'.iest) per ton
perished from thirst and exhaustion.
which, In this district, means enormous values below the surface.
and only the lifeless ibody, it was
ll
group of seven full claims,
ll
Mining company, owning the
The
thought, would be found.
per
has been Incorporated for $1,260,000; par value $1.00
share; fully pnkl and
lin by 1 on ml.
In tha. TTnirprl Statu, fn.
Tlnr A In a nrnnnrtv nnHtt'li'huil hAlwunn t a varv rloliovt m hi urmit-rtipIt was a Hhort time before six
day with water, fuel, transportation, timber, and every necessary facility fur development and opera- - tjf o'cliK-when Charles and Paul Lo- sueur again found the trail of the
IF IT TAKES MORE TO CONVINCE YOIT OP THE MERITS OP THIS MINE. YOU DO NOT k baby, which they followed and at 6:15
DESERVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO BETTER YOUItsELP.
4 o'clock they found
the lost child
ll
Mining company Is offering to the small Investor, upon easy terms, 100.000 3 J standing in a group of cactus, Itself
The
shares of Its development stock at 6 cents a share. There are but two conditions to keep In mind. Stock K L so covered by the chollas thorns that
? it was almost indistinguishable from
will not be sold In blocks of less than $25, and the offer Is open but THIRTY DAYS, for, at me end of
that time the first development shaft will have been completed and the true value of the property will ap- - 5 J Its surroundings.
pear. Then your opportunity will be gone.
The child was literally covered with
we want to talk to. you about this opportunity. lh"i n nothing of the wildcat in the proposl- on its face,
its arms and
Km. : ml..
..,r t.k Invpntl- - tvtf cactus
I, 1.
It ui.l simii.I
tlon. The nrnnprlv .tnnrla tl'itlv mi Itu irit.rir
body, and even in its mouth
the
gate. can on or address
cruel thorns were torturing the lit
tle one. It was Incapable of crying
or making a sound of any kind, and
the men who found it might have
passed within a very few feet and
missed it but for the tracks which
had been made In the sand.
The child had wandered two and a
half miles from its home. It was so
AGENTS, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
covered with thorns that Mr. Lesueur
2
had to hold It in an upright position
BOX
CRAIGE BLOCK
while his 'brother drove the team to
Mr. Hrown's hou.se, where a frantic
mother shed tears of joy to find that
her baby was alive.
Wandered 18 Hours.
The thorns were gently plucked
from the baby, and It was then plac
ed in a warm bath. It was famished
for water, which was given it in tab- lespnonful doses at short Intervals.
Food was given In the same way, and
the little one soon revived and will
be none the worse for the fearful
ordeal through which it passed.
It seems that Mr. and Mrs. Brown
went into Mesa, leaving the baby
with the older children. It wandered
away and the children could not find
It.
The parents returned about 4
o'clock, and themselves spent con
siderable time In searching for the
child before the alarm was given.
According to the older children,
they missed the little one about 1
o'clock, so it must have wandered on
the desert during the fierce heat of
the afternoon and then went on In
the dark until unable to travel any
longer. What it suffered In that time
no one can imagine, as the little one
cannot describe its feelings or the
fears which beset the baby mind.
Skidoo-Treadwe-

"--

Five Cents a Share

Skidoo-Treadw-

er

1

Skidoo-Treadwe-

Skidoo-Treadwe-

Vi

Skidoo-Treadwe-

I
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WILLIAM H. GREER
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The Biggest Hind of a Change
that Ever Happened to Any Magazine
Has Happened This Month to

--

SCRP

The residence of Joe Borrs, situated four miles from Portales,
caught fire at about 10 o' clock Friday from a defective flue and was
completely burned to the ground.
There was no one at home except
Mrs. Itoggs and two small children
and they were unable to save but
little of value. The loss Is said to
be partially covered with Insurance.
A very tine piano was Included in
the loss.

46-4-

two complete nuigaibes, each
THE SCRAP BOOH for July la Issued In two section
with lis own cover and lim own table of contents. One of these sections is an
magazine. Each Is a mammoth magamagazine ; ffie other Is an
zine In Itself. The one presents an overwhelming array of human Interest articles and
Illustrations fhe other an enormous tonnage of fiction 160 pages of absorbing stories.
N

to the world. It is not quite new with me, however, as I have
It first came into my mind in response to a desire to couple, in
magazine with the illustrated features of the conventional magazine. It has
some way, the strength of the
Now that the idea is perfected, I wish to see what there is in it. It looks to
been a difficult problem to work out.
roe to be very good, but tht only way to know a thing is to try it

The
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I OR SALE.
One of the best busl- ness properties In
will
Albuquerque,
pay 9 per cent on
$16,000.00
Investment
Business corner, good
6.000.00
location
Another good corner
2,200.00
two lots
35 ucres of highly
improved land, west
of saw mills, $2J an acre.
alfalfa,
20 acres in
mile north of town,
ditch runs
main
4,600.00
through land
200 acres of fine land
all under cultivation

r.ru!y.n"rr

8

.

10.000.00

Montoya

C
X
Q
Q
Q

Q
V

.let

rs
I

two-secti-

magazine idea

ALIUHinti

.

cents

I I..

Now Ready on all

FRANK

A.

MUNSGY,

Ua-Jj-,

-

317-31- 9

S. Second St.
Phone

967

.

CurtHl Tliroo of the l'limlly with One
I lot Ik- of CIiuiiiIm'I'IuIii'b
folic,
t'liolcrit anil Il.ii rliocn Kciiicdy.
"1 purchased a bottle of Chamber-

lain's folic, fholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy, and found it to be all
claimed for it in the adertlsements.
Three of the family have used it with
good results in summer complaint."
II. K. Howe, publisher of the Pivss,
Highland, Wis. For sale by all
-

Albuquerque

l.tll. HiiiLIf'
i.uveiaiiu. in,
ON

New Mexico
i

notici:.

'''

Justice MeClclhin will be at his
Korber building. North Second
street, for the collection of delinquent poll tax for l'.tu" from 10 to 11
a. m.. 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 p. in. until
July fith. .After that date suits will
be commenced
and costs will be
charged delinquents. These proceedings have been ordered by the lKmi J
of Education.
,
e,

mm

(excursions

Q
C
C
C
V
Q
Q Mexico City ami return t40.2.1. June
8 to 13 Inclusive. Limit August
Q

p'.ij-slcal- ly

t'

-

I

caw)

I

I
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I will mall you free, to prove merit,
samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restorative, and my Book on either Dyspepsia, The Heart or The Kidney?.
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
Don't make the
deeper ailment.
common error of treating symptoms
only. Symptom treatment is treating
the result of your ailment, and not
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves
the Inside nerves mean Stomach
And the Heart,
weakness, always.
and Kidneys as well, have their conWeaken
trolling or Inside nerves.
these nerves, and you inevitably have
organs.
where
is
Here
weak vital
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made Its
fame. No other remedy tven claims
Also
to treat the "Inside nerves."
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's ReWrite me today for samstorative.
ple and free Book. Dr. Shoop. Racine. Wis. The Restorative Is sold by
all dealers.

New York

Tlio Cluirniiim Wtintnn
let a free sample of Dr. Sho.ip's
is not necessarily one of perfect form "Hf..'tlth Coffee" at our store. If real
and features. Many a plain woman coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
who could never sorve as an artist's Heart or Kidneys, then try this clover
model possesses those rare qualities Coffee imitation.
Dr. Shoop has
that all the world admires: neatness, closely matched Old Java and Mocha
clear eyes, clean smooth skin anl Coffee In flavor and taste, yet It haii
WM. A. KEI.EIU-Rthat sprightlluess of step and action not a single grain of real Coffee In it.
Clerk.
good
accompany
that
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
health. A
weak woman is never attract- -' Is made from pure toasted grains or
Q
SI. 1U0J.
Take u Postmaster's Word for it.
ive, not even to herself.
Electric cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Made
W Norfolk, Va., and return, 15 day limit, Bitters restore
weak women, give In
Yon Mr. M. F. II i a.' on, iistmastei r.t
No tedious wait.
158.76; sixty day, $72.90; season strong nerves, blight eyes, smooth, willa minute.
X
vale, Ind., keeps also a s'.ock
Cherry
surely like it.
Sold by C. V.
limit, Dec. 10th, $87.45.
of general merchandise and patent
velvety skin, beautiful complexion. llrlgham.
g Denver
and return, $23.70: Colorado Ouaraiiteed at all druggists,
medicines. He says: "Chamberlain's
Springs and return, $20.76; Pueblo
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Rem
Brlng us your Job woiK. Prices edy is standard here in lt .inc. 11
g c. n .1 runrn till QR SO, 1'l.l.t. nwt ,aU Our ItOI'GIl DRY worn aon'shav
very
tho
1907. Return1
lowest
will
June 1st to Sept.
never f.iils to give satisfaction and
work
the
and
l)
cashed over. Imperial Laun- - stand inspection anywhere. Business we could hardly afford to be with
limit Oct. 31. 1907.
dry
Co.
T. E. PUUDV. Agent.
and culling curds a tpecUlty,
out it." For sale by all druggists.
W

'

v

New York, July 4.
"Japan would
fight the I'nlted States at the drop of
the hat should the occasion arise,
nnd you can take It from me that
ITncle Sam would know It was more
than a slight tickling at the ribs before he got through with the trouble."
This statement was made by O. V.
Carter, governor of Hawaii. Governor Carter had been asked particularly about the Japanese situation
in so fur as It was felt In the Hawaiian Islands. He responded by saying that he did not consider that they
had any Japanese "situation" In the
group where he has presided for the
last three years.
"Fifty per cent of the population
of the Hawaiian group Is Japanese,"
said he "and we have, so far, never
had the slightest trouble with them.
They are treated by the residents the
same as other people, and that Is
practically all there Is to It. Many
of the Japanese have Intermarried
with the Hawallans and have famiThey make good citizens, are
lies.
unobtrusive, and never bother anybody who does not
bother them.
They never seek trouble, but they
to
never cease
defend themselves In
case of troublp.
IXITcrcnt hi California.
"On the Pacific coast of the United
States the sitjntlon Is entirely different. There the people dislike a Japanese as they do a Chinaman."
"Do you mean that the Japanese
are attacked because of their race?"
"I surely do. I was in San Fran-cltc- o
not long ago when I saw a Jap
walking along the street, not bothering anybody. Suddenly the driver
of a wagon hit him with a stick. The
Jap then, to defend himself, jumped
In and took the stick away from the
driver and rul'bed the man's head in
When questioned about
the sand.
the i.iiise of the trouble the Jap said:
" 'That rni.n hit me, me no bother
him." And that was the truth, tot I
saw It. This is only one example out
cf many."
"Do you think that In case of the
(roulle with the Japanese becoming-seriou- s
they would attack the United
Stales?"
"There I.' net the slightest doubt
about It. They are about as game a
fire o!" people as I ever saw. They
are thoroughly equipped as to both
navy and PTiy and have demon-stiate- d
that they are ready for Instant nclion. Why, but a few months
afro they mobilized an army of 200,-00- 0
men in quick order Just to show
that It could be done. Whether or
nci they had some ulterior reason
I do not know.
or so
Japs Would Win Kaslly.
"Vhat would happen to Hawaii In
cn
of war with Japan."
"They would take the Islands,
hands down."
"What have you In the way of defenses?"
and twenty-fiv- e
"One hundred
soldiers, provided by a generous government at home. We have hopes
of betterln gourselves soon, however,
for Uncle Sam has promised to double the number."
"What about defense by the navy?"'
"o. we have a revenue cutter and
and the Iroquois cruiser around us at
Yes,
our people-havstated Intervals.
seen enough of our warships to
be able to recognize one should It
stenn into the harbor."
"Any forts that would be effective
to prevent a bombardment?"
"Nothing of a modern nature that
iiiu could notice. You see, Uncle
Sam Is a little lax In these matters.
Mid does not provide defenses until
he thinks they are likely to be

PRIDE GOETH BEFORE
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C.L. Keppeler

FOR SALE BY 8. TANN
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Kodol will nourish and strengthen
your dlgesetlve organs and furnish
the natural digestive Juices for your
stomach. It will make you well. KoSold by J.
dol digests wha you eat.
O'Rielly & Co.

rt

mm--

r. prir,.

Card signs, "Rooms for Rent."
"Board," etc.. for sale at the office of
The Evening Citizen.

one-ha-

Dr. VVISllums' Indian PI
ilintuui, twill cure Uitnc
UlwtluiK an j
l, cl.it

..t-H-

thought

magazine is twenty-fiv- e
cents, which ia eqnal to twelve
The price of this two-palt
cents magazine. Most magazines which were selling at ten cents
and
have been advanced to fifteen cents. THK SCRAP BOOK in two parts means two
cents against thirty cents for two fifteen cent magazines.
m&gaxinea for twenty-fiv- e

uys the llcliu:' at
, lie
is a Txninlre, r'nis lnMatit
H l.c f. Dr. 'iliiainN'Iniliiinl'ileOlM
for Piles amllic
incut iMin-imri-I'.w.-tnt? of ilio iirfvutf purls
box
,y inti '1 on r
v:ir runted, jiy driii-pUt- .

n

Is brand-ne-

Two Magazines for a Quarter Easy Money

Dr. King's
Now Biscovory

mn

o

Piles get quick and certain rellf
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment.
Please note it is made alone for
IMles. and Its action is positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
or blind piles disappear like magic by
glaas
Large nickel-cappe- d
Its use.
Jars BO cents. Sold by al' dealers.

The Only Way to Know a Thing is to Try It

the

Evening Cltisen

That on and after the 1st day of
August, 1907, stonemasons will demand $5.00 for eight hours work.
JOHN LA HOSA. President.
MARK THOMAS. Financial Secy.

magazine. Now I am creating another
Ten years ago I created a new type of magazine the
magazine. This is the age of specialization. The conventional magazine,
distinct typa the
with its smattering of illustrations and its smattering of fiction and its smattering of special articles, doesn't contain
magazine and the
enougii of anyone thing to make it satisfying. The
magazine, joined together as a unit, strengthen each other, and make something really big and forceful aud convincing.

.'KILL the COUCH

Rubscrllie for Th

XOT1CK TO COXTItACTOKS.

N

Clven it, ct odd times, four or five years of

A

DESERT

Group of Mining Claims
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FIGHT?

SURE. IN

:AN ARIZONA
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I1KLP WANTED.

4.

ft

This Is the rarest chance vnti will ever have to make an easy Inroad Into the most famous gold
producing district In the world THK FAMOUS DEATH VALLEY.
Charles M. Schwab bought the famous SViduo pining properly for three million ijollorr when It
was not developed.

HELP WANTED Ifthat is your
prying need, a want ad in The
Evening Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty of employe.

JULY

fntjz'y

1

nunsn.Y, jvlx

POLICE TO

All

4,

ALBUQUERQUE

int.

HELP OFFICIAL

FOR GREAT

HANDS

MEETING

CITIZEN.

THEN AND NOW

CALL

GET HARVEST

EVENING

Sour
Stomach

No appetite, loss of strength,
headache, constipation, bad breath,
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol relieve! Indigestion. This new discovery represent! the natural Jutcea of digestion as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonlo
and reconstructive properties. Kodol (or
dyspepsia does not only rellave Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
heirs all stomach troubles by cletnilnr,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomacn.
Mr. S. S. Bill, of Rirenswood. W, V.,
" I vtt troubled with lour etomech for twentyte?r
rura,
petrous-ne-

.

Kansas City "Vqqs" Will Fifteenth National Irrigation
Congress at Sacramento.
Be Sent to the
Cal.. Sept. 2-Fields.

!

ft--

ul

os

SAXTA I'K ADDS NKW

uoi.iavw stock KjriPMi:xT.

The Santa Fe is planning to add a
large number of new cars to the
equipment of the system and the Kio
(iranile division will receive a new
equipment of chair and smoking cars.
These cars are the latest and most
modern that are made and will add
much to the attractiveness of Sauta
Fe service.
Twenty new chair cars have been
delivered to the road from the builders and another shipment of twenty
smokers are ready for delivery.
These cars are fitted with electric
lights and are finished in the latest
design. A number of plush upholstered day coaches have also been
ordered and will be put Into service
as soon as received from the shops.
and strengthen
your digestive organs and furnish the
dige-Mv- e
Juices for your
i'a:ural
st Miiach. It will make you well. Ko-ddigests wiiat you eat. Sold by
J. II. (I'Ki. lIy iv. Co.
n.ik plank inlaid linoleum for $1.25
t'.ie yard, laid on your Hour. Prints
from D.'c up. Large line to select
from. Futreile Furniture Co.
years.
f or
"I ielier .llv debilitated
Had sick headaches lacked ambition,
Burand all
was worn-"U- t
dock Blood Hii'.ors made me a well
woman." Mis. ChaJ. Freitoy.
Coun.
Kodol

will nourish

ol

run-dow- n.

Mo-eu-

TV

The following Is the official call
for the fifteenth National Irrigation
congress, which will be held In Sacramento, California, September 2 to
7. 1907, Inclusive:
To the People of the United States,
Creeling:
The lifteenth
National Irrigation
congress will be held in Sacramento,
California, September
inclusive,
1907.
The four great objects of the congress are to "save the forests, store
the floods, reclaim the deserts and
make .homes on the land."
All
who
are interested In the
achievement of these objects or any
of them are invited to attend the
congrss, and, by participating in its
deliberations, contribute to a wise di
rection of national policies and de
vebpment of practical methods of
conserving and developing the great
of
natural resources
the country,
thereby Insuring a greater stability
of prosperous conditions, extending
area, Increasing the
the habitable
products of the land, and increasing
internal trade and commerce
.National and state officials. Irriga
tion and forestry experts, engineers,
farmers and Irrigators, manufacturers, professional and business men.
industrial workers, editors and other
representatives of the press will attend the congress.

VtWITTS KIDNEY and BLADDER PILLS-- ttn
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OPJENIKG NIGHT
Thursday, July 4th
ItCAutiful Costumes,

MIKADO

ITclty Japanese Maidens, Funny Conuxllnn,

SUNDAY, JULY 7th

THE MASCOT

PRICES i5 CENTS AND

:15

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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cmnoro-msr-

at her parlors

Mrs. Bambini,

site the
Sturges'
thorough
dressing,
growing

.

oppo-

Alvarado and next door to
cafe. Is prepared to give
scalp treatment, do hair
treat corns, bunions and innails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and is
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair fall
Ing out; restores life to dead hair
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the
face, call and consult Mrs, Bambini

MOTH

CENTS

PENNYROYAL

PILLS

THE TROUT SEASON IS NOW OPEN
We now operate, the Pecos Hunch (formerly the Sparks ranch)
9 rlVir' M,,Cre we Can
ccomn,od
We can accommodate twenty.flvo jrue-Tim Valley Ranch.
It 111 aend our wagons to meet any train at G lorat
let a. If notified by let.
tee or telegraph. Are prepared to carry comfortably
parties of any
number to any antl all points on tho river. Write for roles.
Address letters to lVcos, N. St.. Telegrams addressed to us at
Glorlcta will be telephoned to as without delay.

flftein gSJite.

4

THE VALLEY RANCH
A. C. BILICKE
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and JOHN 8. MITCIIFXL Invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,

fr
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ICxpoKitlon.

Simultaneously with the Irrigation
congress there will be held at Sacramento un interstate exposition of irri- gated land products and forest products. The largest and finest list of
trophies and prizes ever offered at
any event of this kind will stimulate
competition. The exposition of irri
gated products will be the finest ever
assembled anywhere In this country.
The California slate fair will fo!
low tne congress, opening on Sep
tember 7th, when the Joint closing
and opening ceremonies will be at
tended by a great irrigation celebra
tion, the day closing with a magni
ficent allegorical Irrigation
parade
and electrical Illumination.
California affords many opportunities for the study of Irrigation, Irrigation practices and results, irrigated
crops of every kind and Irrigation op
portunities. .Sacramento, the capital
city or California, where the con
gress will be held, is situated near
the center of the great valley which
extends lengthwise through the state
a distance of nearly live hundred
miles and comprises approximately
ten .million acres of fertile land.
Colossal plans for the construction of
storage dams, and distributing canals
ror tne irrigation of this great plain
are now toeing made by engineers of
the reclamation service and money
nas Deen apportioned from the re
clamaMon fund for the construction
of an initial unit of the great system
contemplated.
eptemiber Is a season of fruits and
grapes In California and visitors to
the congress will have opportunities
at Sacramento and throughout
the
state of enjoying the best that Cali
fornia orchards and vineyards yield
and of enjoying it fresh from tree and
vine.
Program.
The program of the congress will
consist of addresses by men eminent
In this and other countries, carefully
prepared apers by administrative officials and engineers of the national
reclamation service and forest service,
with ample provision for volunteer
speeches and discussion.
The personnel of the National Irrigation congress will be as follows:
The permanent otlicers of the congress.
The president of the United States.
The vice president of the United
States.
The members of the cabinet.
Members of United States senate
and house of representatives.
Governors of states, territories and
insular possessions of the United
Slates.
Members of state and territorial
legislatures of foreign nations and
colonies.
Members of state, territorial and
insular irrigation and forestry commissioners.
Delcftates.
Fifteen delegates appointed by the
governor of each state or territory.
by
Ten delegates appointed
the
mayor of each city of the United
States of less than twenty-liv- e
thousand population.
Five delegates appointed
by the
Mayor of each city In the United
States of les sthan twenty-fiv- e
thousand population.
Five delegates appointed by each
board of county commissioners or
county supervisors
ill the
United
States.
Five delegates appointed by each
state organization, having as Its ob.
Ject the advancement of the public
weiiare or tnat slate.
Five delegates appointed by each
state Irrigation, forestry, agricultural
of horticultural society or associa
tion.
Five delegates appointed by each
national or interstate association in
terested in the objects sought by the
isanorai irrigation congress.
Five delegates by each state association of professional, commercial,
fraternal, patriotic, religious or labor
organizations.
Two delegates duly accredited by
ea li chamber of commerce, board of
trade, immigration society or com
mercial club.
Two delegates duly accredited by
irrigation,
each regularly organized
agricultural, horticultural or forestry
club, association or society in the United States.
Two delegates duly accredited by
each irrigating company.
Two delegates duly accredited by
each agricultural college, and by each
college or university hiving chairs of
hydraulic cnfio'ei ing or forestry in
the United STles.
Two delegates duly accredited
each regularly organized society of
engineers in the Unirv Stales.
Appointments.
Appointment of d. legates should be
made as early as possible, and notic-o- f
appolnuneht with full name and
postoilioe address of delegates forwarded without delay to the National
congress
Irrigation
Sacramento, Calif or id. 1.
Delegates appointed to this congress should communicate with the
board of control at Sacramento, in

Mf
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Prepared by E.
DeWITT . CO., Chlcege
SOLD BY J. l. O'KIKI X.Y CO.
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Kodol cured ma and we are sow using it la milk

FOR BACKACHIWtAK KIDNIVS

Kiins.is City. Mo.. July 4.
harvest hamlH cim be procured l'nlrs
within n
days, thousands of bushel
"f (Train in the Kansas wheat belt
will be lost.
Committees from pev-frKansas towns were In Kansas
City yesterday In search of harvest
v. ,.. Howard, a real estate
haiiils.
dealer, and deorge M. Helm, a hardware merchant,
of Elllnwood. In
ISarton county,
have chartered a
special car to carry harvest hands to
that place at !):30 o'clock tonight.
They will be at the office of the slate
employment
bureau, 207
Nelson
building, between 9 and 10 o'clock
this evening.
They say
the
wages in I'.arton county arethat
2.50 for
ordinary hands and 3. 60 for good
stackers. Hoard Is also given. Three
hundred men are needed.
Uepresentatives from Pratt county
are also here looking for hands.
I rati county needs 500 men at once.
The wages there are the same as In
Rat-tocounty. Citizens ot the county say that the hands sent out there
are being taken off the trains In other
towns before they reach Pratt. The
committee says that the wheat this
year Is better than the crop of 1906
and men who go there may count on
getting employment In the harvest
fields and with threshing machines
for at least a month or six weeks.
Axk tho I'olh-- to Help.
Mr. Howard and Mr. Heim have
asked the police to assist them In
getting hands by picking up all Idle
men In the city.
"We want every man that Is
'vapijed' In police court and we want
jus", as many men vagged as possible," Mr. Heim said last night. "Harry Kyle, police Judge, has promised
to nsslst us in getting men and Chief
Hayes will help us.
e have work
for every Idle man In Kansas City.
police
will gather up the
"If the
men. take them to police court, order
them out of the city and then see
that they are placed on trains for us,
we will see that they get to the harvest llelds and are put to work. The
wages we will pay are good, too
J.rn a day and plenty to eat.
"How will we get them to Ellin-woo- d
after getting them on the
trains? Well, it is not far to the
harvest fields and after they are once
reached the men might Just as well
go to Kllinwood as any other place,
for no matter where they get off the
trains after the wheat fields are
reached they will be put to work.
The marshal of every little town has
a force of deputies and any man who
does not want to work willingly will
be adjudged a vagrant and put to
work anyway.
The HoImhh Ixirn to Iilke Work.
"After they have been forced to
work a few days they get the work
ing habit Instead of the habit of
loafing. They like the simple lire.
Some of the men we forced to work
last year turned out to be the best
harvesters we had and kept right
on working when they did not have
to. We made sober, industrious men
out of them."
are
Mr. Helm and Mr. Howard
staving at the Midland hotel. They
will be In police court this evening
and will ask judge Kyle to turn over
to them all the vagrants that come
before him.
RIIECMATIC I OL.KS.
Are You Sure Your Kidneys are Well?
Many rheumatic attacks are due to
uric acid in the blood. But the duty
of the kidneys Is to remove all uric
acid from the blood. Its presence there
shows the kidneys are inactive. Don't
dally with "uric ncid solvents." You
might go on till doomsday with them,
but until you cure the kidneys you
will never get well. Doan's Kidney
Pills not only remove uric acid, but
cure the kidneys and then all danger
from uric acid is ended.
Anselmo Armijo, living at 124 Cer-rlllstreet, Santa Fe, X. M.. says:
"For several years my wife suffered a
great deal from backache, pain In
the back of her head and rheumatism.
Medicines that she used proved of little or no avail until she commenced
with Doan's Kidney Pills, which we
had the good fortune to learn of and
procured
a box a Ireland's Pharmacy. The genuineness of this medicine as a cure for the kidneys was
amply proven in her case. After using
live boxes she was a well woman and
ha.s enjoyed good health ever since.
1
make this statement unsolicited being prompted to do so that I may
show my appreciation of this remedy,
Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale bv all deallers. Price 50c
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
solo agr nts for the United States.
Kemember the name Doan's and
19.
take no other.
The best remedy for bachache,
of the
weak kidneys, inflamatlon
bladder is DeWitt's Kidney and BladIs
prompt
der Pills. Their action
and sure. A week's treatment for
2Dc. Sold by J. H. O Rielly & Co.

COMIC OPERA COMPANY
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lor baby."
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California

Tour friendship and patronnge la appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cat
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

0000OtX5000Ot00Oa(
Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

Works

"
R. R. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
Kopmlm oil Minium mud mill MaoHlnory m mniaimltv
Foundry east side ot railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. M.
.

order that accommodations may be
The board of control, consisting
prominent citizens of California, sup-of
ported
by
unanimous
throughout the state, and sentiment
aided by
committees representing various portions of the state, have arranged a
splendid program of entertainment,
and will accord delegates a cordial
welcome.
Special railway rates have been
made for delegates to the congress
and will prevail over all
lines.
Seclai 1 tat
All tickets will include a free trip
to San Francisco, where
operations are being carried forward
on a scale so vast as to render that
city today the greatest and most interesting exhibition of man's constructive genius, civic pride and commercial enterprise ever witnessed in
the world.
Special excursions will
delegates to see California. enable
These will
cover the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys, with their great farms,
vineyards, orchards and irrigation
districts.
They will penetrate the.
mountains, pass through magnificent
pine forests to the great mining districts of the Mother Lode and to tne
famous copper belt of the north and
rich gold mines of tne Sisklvous.
These excursions will extend to the
famous vintage districts and giant
of the north coast counties, to the beautiful
Santa,
Clara
and other delightful valleys of the
south coast, to sea coast resorts of
world-wid- e
fame, to the palatial hotels and beautiful landscapes of the
southern counties, to the Yuma project and Imperial valley, where the
border land between
the United
States and Mexico has been transformed from a desert to a garden.
They will extend to the Klamath
country where the national government is building in California an
Oregon a great irrigation system, to
the Truckee-Carso- n
Irrigation project In Nevada and on to the great
mining districts of southern Nevada,
where mines of fabulous wealth are
attracting the attention of the civilized world.
Tickets may be purchased via Ios
Angeles, the splendid southern me
tropolis of California, via Portlan ,
the rose city of the northwest, or via
the bustling and rapidly growing
cities on the shores of I'uget Sound.
Delegates who desire may come
via the northern line and return via
the southern, or vice versa, and thereby traverse the entire Pacific coast of
the United States, a territory rich in
natural resources antl scenic beauty.
Information relative to the congress. Interstate exposition ami program will be furnished upon request
from the Irrigation congress headquarters, Sacramento. California.
The Executive Committee,
By W. .A. Heard, Chairman.
The Hoard of Control.
Ceo.
I'eltler, Chairman.
Sacramento, California, July 3, 1907.
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seven-year-o-

Weak Kidneys

Phone

No. 4M
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The surveying of the Texlco, N.
townsite over which there has
been much contention. Is now under
way by United States surveyors, who
ure to determine whether part of tho
town is In Texas or New Mexico.
William La Cass, a miner, who went
back into the shaft, where only a
short time before ho had llred a
round of six holes, and the gases and
foul air of which had not yet been
dissolved by the atmosphere above,
was found dead today at 1'rescott,

ICE
Southwestern Brewery

A Ice Company.

HENRY'S

El?anmg mtb proBing Horfca
Finch Dry and

On Sale Dally
June 1st to Sept, 30th

Steam Cleaning.
the mot Delicate

Shrink

FaJ

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES

via

Goodt Called for end Delivered.

EAI

Out of Town Or Jen Given Prompt Attention

MRS. ROSE HENRY

SIIVE AVENUt
Of 1AV0T HOrfl
TElH0NI
10t--

Married.
at Hellemont, Arizona,
Tuesday, James Seorse and Miss 10.
H. Mann.
After the ceremony and
reception the happy couple departed
In the midst of a heavy storm
of
rice for a trin t. Did
after which they will return to
and lie at home to their friends

W Guarantee not to
of LaJiet Garment;

We Make a Specialty of Cleaning. Pressing and Repairing

Ariz.

WEST

III

Jllbuquerque, ifleu JKex'co

r!-n-

J. D. EailB, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

Hol-bro-

after July

15.

Mrs. Manuelita chnves, formerly of
Helen, N. M., and .he daughter of

rates, long limit, tickets ac
cepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket offlca and we
will plan your trip back east. Wt
are all going. Why not youT

Ramirez, the Nogales broker charg
ed with sensational smuggling ex
plolts, has been released on habeas
corpus proceedings In Phoenix. Ariz.
Tripping while she was proceeding
from the kitchen to the dining room
with an armful of dishes to place
mem away anu tailing across a red-hstove turning two gallons of boiling water on herself, Mrs. S. K. Williams of Iilsbee, Ariz., is fortunate
that sho is alive, though dangerously
burned.

T. E PURDY, Agent
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Our work is as our name
imphVt..

and our charges are

right.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

t
O

m--

- 1.

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

IliatUlIltly.

It

Ibltk

1

Buoeesaort to
MELINI A EAKIN, and IACHECHI A GIOMI.

WHOLKmALK DeTALMB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

la stoek to tutflt
hpmo$tmvmrylblng
Mitldloat bar oemplmtt

tbm

fr

Have been appointed sxcluslvt agents In the Southwest
Jsa,
SehllU, Win. l.emp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayor'a Cedsr Brook, louls Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and ther standard brands of whlsklsa too numerous to montloa.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDER.
Bat sell the straight article aa received by ug from the Best laerles.
Distilleries and Breweries In Ue United 8tat a. Call and lnioeet
Btock and Prices, or writ (or Illustrated Catalogue and Prioo hlwL
Issued to dealers only.

hi

Plumber

.'

Every Woman
ia

If You Want A

Citizen,

Lkteafl
bs I totSanAI

Cbn. Uellnl, acrsXAry
u. utcnecu, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

one of the most aristocratic Spanish
families of the territory, Is figuring
jusi now in a sensational suit lor
damages brought In Denver by James
mnn
bIUoq,
Sleeter. ft
that Mrs. Chaves had been toying
iin nis aneciions to the tune of
ju.uuu worth.

Well.

"ALL DRUGGISTS"

North First Street.

rastry, for It's small

M.,

Kiiiiecrlba

Restorative

621

our pies, cakes and

Colorado

Weak Kldnpyi, sorely point to week klnoy
Nerve. The Kidneys, like
and the
Stomach, flad their W cakiiru, not in the organ
uui ui m. urrvtm Mint cmuroi ana Bonus
and ttrengthea them. Or. ijhoop'i Restorative U
a fTIMlirtna anwiri,!! ,,,-.- .
n wn k. .1
controlling; nurve.. To doctor the Kidneys alone.
Is futile. It Is a waste of tune, and oi money as

Or.

eating:

EXCURSION

red-woo-

To Clilcken T"ereTS.
Mausard's Mills are sV'ng gtod
wheat at $1.50 per 100 lbs.

when

In comparison
with the satisfaction you rain. Tha
Nogales. Aria., is considering the day you start using; the products of
construction of a municipal water our bakery will be a red letter one
plant.
on your calendar.
Mark It up this
day.
Itena,
daughter
oc
Mrs. John Myers, of Prescott. Arls.,
died yesterday, as the result of a
PIONKEft BAKKKY
skunk bite.
SO 7 South First Street.
Felipe Valdano was shot and killed
while burglarizing the home of Andy
Hooks, a miner at Blsbee. Hooks
attempted to capture the burglar and
had to shoot him Jn self defense.
Don Jose de la Lu Garcia, member of a large and prominent family, was found dead at his son's ranch
TO- near Carrlzozo. N. M., Tuesday.
Heart disease caused his death.
J. C. Wilson sold 200 acres of land
south of Dayton, N. M.. for $20,000.
Two years ago this same land was
priced at $50 an acre. Two years
And Principal Eastern Points
hence it will bring $200.

trans-continent- al

--

You Don't Count the Cost

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Gemsnt and Rex Flintkols Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

O4OOOQ000
The St. Elmo
J JOSEPH BARNETT, p,0p'r.
I 120 West Railroad Avenue

iDlllOo)000ojOOHiQI

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMRLtt AND
CLUB ftOOMS
ioi
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ALBUQUERQUE

The ALBUQUERQUE
EVENING CITIZEN

By

By The Citizen Publishing Co.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

HXELV EQCirrED JOB DEPARTMENT.
BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE SOUTHWEST.
LEADING REPUBLICAN PAPER IN NEW MEXICO.
BOOSTING

ALBUQUERQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.

REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
ASSOCIATED TRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

tfitne to Reorganise
Tha Las Vegas Optic of Wednesday sounds a key note which Is proper at
or me terthis time. The Optic thinks that it is time for a
The
ritorial administration and It unhesitatingly suggests a few changes. they
Optic is of the opinion that the men who have so clearly shown that
could not make a success of a trumped up reform are not the proper persons
as
to remain in charge of puhllc offices and It suggests that they be retired
quickly as possible and their places filled with men capable of holding office
and with the sentiunder a sane regime. The Citizen agrees with the Optic
ments expressed In the following editorial from that paper:
"The attitude of certain members of the penitentiary board is so thoroughly Hagermanlstic that no good can be accomplished at '1ml ii stltullon
while these men remain in their official positions.
Governor Ttaynolds took
wl decided step In the right direction when he removed Trelford. but he has
not gone far enough. Any man not in harmony with the good government

policy inaugurated by the acting executive, is a decided Injury to the present
New Mexico and the sooner he Is removed the better.
The
Hagerman policy of peanut politics is decidedly distasteful to the people of
the territory. Statesmanship of a high, libera! character, is what is demanded and If Governor Raynolds continues along the lines Indicated by his
actions so far he will have the hearty approval of the people, regardless of
the abuse he will naturally receive from interested Individuals or newspapers
whose pockets are likely to be squeezed by an honest administration of governmental affairs.
The work must be prompt and
"The time has come for reorganization.
effective. Many of the territorial officers were, turned over to
and political pirates by Mr. Hagerman for the purpose of building him to
congress or make him the people's choice for governor of a new state.
Some
good men, a very few, were appointed by Mr. Hagerman. end th v should not,
and, of course, will not be disturbed.
But the majority of the Hagerman
gang should be retired for the good of the territory, and retired at once."
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Ever Blnce the appointment of George Curry as governor of New Mexico
there have been a bunch of
politicians, principally democrats outside of democratic ranks, wishy-wash- y
cut republicans and "forninst everything" reformers, who have been boasting that they would pull the strings that
would control Curry.
In the bunch might be found Marron, Burkhart and Fergusson of Albuquerque, who have gotten together to some extent with great difficulty, but
who still watch each other out of the corner of their eyes; Fritz Muller, who
professes to be republican and who now holds a federal Job at Santa Fe;
Charles F. Easley, one of Hagerman's appointees on the prison board, who
ays h is a democrat; a groceryman named Kaune at Santa Fe, whose political ambition to date has been a membership in the Santa Fe city council
as alderman; Willie Schnepple. assistant postmaster at Santa Fe, and etc.,
and etc., of like small fry. This bunch depends upon some aid from
recent defeated democratic candidate for delegate to Congress and
Democratic Chairman A. A. Jones, Chris Monero and others, etc. anil etc.
This crowd boasts that It can put Curry through his paces In the Interests
of the Morning Journal and the late Hagerman regime without letting him
know what it Is after.
It Is well that the plans, as foolish as they are, can be laid bare at this
time although no one at all familiar with George Curry has even a faint or
dawning suspicion that such a crowd of pie eaters will be able to any more
than make themselves ridiculous.
George Curry has no strings to him and any one who thinks he Is going
to be In position to, pull strings, had better enter a private sanitarium before
tt Is too late.
Curry will do mort of the string pulling himself If there is any to be done
and the crowd that Is boasting now will probably suffer from a dose of
Cleveland's "Inocuous Desuetude."
one-hor-
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Today

Is

uty

the greatest day

In

the history of the United States.

Tt

Is the

iay of liberty and It Is the day of independence. Also today is the day of
the orator, the day of the small boy, the day of the fire cracker and the day

of the undertaker.
The Fourth of July In Albuquerque was celebrated quietly, but none the
less feelingly.
It looked good and It looked patriotic to see the stars and stripes displayed from public buildings, business houses and residences.
It did not particularly detract from the sacredness of the day that the
amall boy and his fire cracker were under the ban of the police.
Noise is not absolutely necessary for a proper observance of the day,
although according to the American youth 4t helps an awful lot.
All over New Mexico the day was observed.
In many towns the band
was out. there was an old fashioned picnic and celebration with firecrackers
and fireworks galore.
The day was more generally observed in this territory than ever before
and the patriotism of the New Mexico people was fittingly illustrated.
tThe Citizen is not going to enter Into a lengthy dissertation upon the
fourth of July. Every one knows what the Fourth of July is better than
The Citizen could tell them. It is a part of American history and American
life.
All The Citizen cares to do is Just what every other true American does
today.
That is to recall the day as the greatest duy in American history
and to honor tt as such.
The Citizen hopes there will be fewer small boys fall victims to the deadly firecracker, toy cannon and sky rocket than ever before and that the great
United States will raise many another generation of patriots to keep holy the
Fourth of July.

It will doubtless be Interesting to know that the reform prison expert
Trelford was not such a howling success us the Morning Journal and its
Hiilable rePecoa valley edition, the Koswell Heeord, would make believe.
ports from Kanta Fe are to the effect that the prison is in pretty bad financial

During the present fiscal year, of which seven months have
condition.
already passed, $22,000 out of an appropriation of $35,000 have already been
expended.
There are $8,000 worth of bills to be paid to square up the Trel-or- d
administration and this will leave something like $5,000 with which to
run the prison for five months. At this rate of expenditure it Is a matter of
aome question as to whether Trelford could have continued to operate the
An investigation as to the financial end of
prison for another five months.
the prison is now being made by Superintendent Littrell and when he has
finished, It is probable that the Morning Journal will be In line for another
Now Danny, "PARTICl UliS LATER.
dose of water.
A man who continually

runs down the territory

by

misretu

..

s

t'.ing

i

ltd

abusing Its public Is hardly a proper person to entrust with the duty
&nnnrL'niF m m If rat Inn Into New Meico. Such 'i course u III drive out
more people than It will ever bring In- .- Las Vcg is Optlr.
f

be such
It looks rather strange that there
water company assessment in the face of the fact that
offered to the city for the Insignificant sum of
Danny.
Particulars later.
:,

a kick about that
it was only recently

Think

It
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It Is only natural that a weak governor would m ike weak appointment.
Now that President Koosevelt has removed the weakling govcrnm, it is up
optic.
to the present chief executive to continue the good w rk. I, is
The Fourth
There U one sound in the air today that Is good to hear.
The Star Spangled 1;. inner and
of July bunds are playing Yankee Doodle.
thDixie with equal energy and the hats go off to one as quickly us - other.
county reform cirThere is a real lively little row brewing in Bernalillo
public some time this fall.
cles and It may prove interesting to the confiding
The men who were left to hold the sack are beginning to kick.

Artli

McMiiclln.

"What has become of that car of
dynamite 7 Inquired the Sierra Mining Co,
The offices of the main line answered that they would look it up
and began In the usual way to do so.
A wek passed and the main office
was again questioned. However, Gary,
who had been put on the Job to look
It up, on his own account added that
the main line would pay dearly If the
dynamite was not delivered within 24
hours.
"We are all looking It up," came
the stereotyped answer. And Gary
president, proprietor, etc., of the
Sierra Mining Co., settled back In his
swivel chair, deciding to allow the
main line to continue looking.
Shortly after 7 o'clock the nevt
evening Gary received word from the
main line that the dynamite had
been found and was on the way.
"What In thunder!"
Harley Hoberts, the main line agent
at Half Way, pulled his feet off the
desk, swung around In his chair and
tried vainly to make out what the
"mut" upon the range was clicking
about! out ofth e Incoherent rattle
he caught the words "Car dynamite
runaway overland."
Between curses Hoberts pulled his
chair u pto the desk and called Sierra. He sent it leisurely: "Explain
yourself."
"Stop the overland. Car of dynamite ran switch and coming your
way " Ther was a pause and the
Sierra operator added impressively,
coming h
Dent Tor breakfast!"
Roberts gasped and snelled it out
to the operator up In the range.
"vvowi" ne cllcKed. 'Leave it to
me! How much time?"
"Twenty minutes.
"And" the overlnn.1 in duo In SO
minutes due?" And Just then he
realized.
There was but one thing to do. He
ran out in the dark and looked down
into the valley. Far below, gliding
siowiy in and out of the snow sheds,
came the overland, something like a
Phosphorescent snake. He looked up
the mountain side. Somewhere In the
dark came stealing swiftly a carload
of death.
Hoberts started running swiftly un
the track. A half mile up from Half
way a spur running Into the Sierra
Mining Co.'s property ran along side
of the mountain and stopped abruptly
at the mining company s main shaft.
Roberts had this In mind.
Roberts flung the switch three minutes ahead of the runaway dynamite
car. Dark and ominous the great
bulk thundered by him and thank
God! took the spur Roberts flung
his hat Into the air and started back
to meet the Overland.
"Boom!" The mountain trembled
a great fire flashed across the sky
and thunder rattled from mountain
to mountain. ,An excited lot of passengers clambered off the overland
at Halw Way to find out what the
noise had meant.
"Yes. we got that dynamite," said
Gary over the telephone to the main
"No, no one
office.
as killed, but
if you are not positive that we got
It come up and look at the hole In
the side of the mountain, where we
received It."
THE MAN WHO FAILED.
By Arch McMiu-klln- .
A reporter on a New York Dally,
one whose good work in the past had
been duly noted by ttie managing
editor, was cursing his luck. Of late
he had to work too hard. Ho had
been given night assignments which
meant the tearing up of theater tickets, he had been detailed on early
morning fires and routed out of bed
at other unholy hours on small assignments that any of the cubs could
handle. So he resolved to quit, the
work was getting irksome.
An old man had entered the office
Just as he was making this resolve,
an old fellow with a red nose, a typical "booze-fighterglanced
He
about the place, shook his head sadly and told the rather pert office boy
that he wanted to see the managing
editor.
"He's not In." said our friend the
reporter, "what enn I do for you,
are you after a job or do you want
to clean out the place?" The last
smilingly.
"I want a Job," said the old chap
briefly.
"Had any experience?" questioned
the youth.
"Yes, some." said the old man, "In
face I used to be employed in this
very ornee. When I left I was managing editor."
"You're Joking," said the reporter,
"what was the cause wine, women
or song?"
"Laziness and conceit to begin
with," said the old fellow, "I started
in the newspaper business as a cub
reporter.
I worked like the devil
until I got to the top then I dec.ued
to quit working. I made others do
my work, went in for 'times,' and
showed up at the office about once a
week pay day.
Finally I was discharged."
"And If you had kept right on
working?"
"Well, T might have owned the paper now," he said, "young man,
never quit working do everything
you are told to do whether It be a
dago wedding In Hester street or a
banquet at the Waldorf.
Revel In
work pray that the managing editor
doubles your list of assignment
Never quit, for as soon as you quit
you're a goner."
reporter,
said
the
"Thanks."
"there's your party going Into his
office now. I'll -- how you In."
And It is needless to say that the
reporter cancelled his resolve. But
he made another.
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about town

C. V. Frart, of Gallup, Is In the
cny looay.
J. Rafael Moro, a county commissioner of Sandoval county, Is in the
city today.
F, L. Schneider of Grants. N. M..
and his brother, J. W. Hchnelder of
erner, jowa, are In the city today.
Nothing doing at the court house
today. Get your marriage
licenses
anu file your divorce suits tomorrow,
W. H. Voght, a merchant of Glor- letta, who has been In the city on
business, left for his home last night.
J. C. Ferger and Arthur Everltt left
Inst night on No. 8 for Saratoga,

N. Y.
Two Chinamen, one for New York
City and the other for l'ittsburg, Pa.,

The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket
is

ft

Va

passed through
Albuquerque this
morning on No. 10.
A cement sidewalk has been placed
In
front of the Korber addition
building, In which the city Jail and
police court rooms are located.
The first six rows of scats at the
Casino will be reserved tonight In
order to permit all who desire to reserve seats. .The price is 35 cents.
Mrs. J. A. Hall, of Mlamlsburg, O..
arrived here last night and will visit
In the city with her son and daughter,
John Hall and Mrs. M. M. Dutcher.
Passenger train No. 2 arrived here
this morning at 10:15 o'clock, two
hours and fifteen minutes late, due to
waiting nt Ath Fork, Ariz., for the
Prescott train.
d
The
which was
formerly located near the corner of
Second and Lead avenue,
is now
ready for business in old towif near
Traction park.
Hugo Schulte, a merchant of Alameda, arrived in the city last night.
He will meet his brother from Ger
many, who will pass through Albuquerque tomorrow morning on No.

Thing For a Picnic

Only

H

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
W Degrees for 14 Hours. InV ft
dispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

rood
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Compartment
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
FIGHT

SQUiRES-BURN- S

merry-go-roun-

Highland Livery

IS ON TODAY AT
COLMA

Henry Peald, the old miner, who
recently while In Jail discovered a $20
gold piece, out of which he paid his
fine i nd who was
the next
night for being drunk, will leave tonight for Gallup.
Oliver Tlpitt, of Williams. Arizona,
and Mi. Lena Armljo, daughter of
Mrs. Julia Armljo, 407 West Copper
avenue, were married yesterday afternoon by Justice of the Peace W.
W. McClellan.
E. H. McMlllim, a merchant
of
Sliver City, passed through Albuquerque this morning, en route to the
meeting of the Grand Commandery
of the Knights Templar to be held
at Syracuse, N. Y.
Dr. Howell, E. N Healey, F. O.
Fischer, R. Kmery linvis,
K.
C.
Beery, Miss Helen Frake and C. H.
Wall and wife, of Belen. arrived here
this morning on No. lo to witness
the races at the Traction park.
Mrs. Eben D. Jackson and daughters, Ruth and Helen, of Upland,
Neb., who have
visiting Dr.
been
l'atchin's family of 207 North High
street, left Tuesday afternoon on No.
3 to Los Angeles and other points In
California.
Brigadier General K. D. Thomas,
commanding the department of Colorado, with headquarters at Iienver. Is
expected to
through Albuquerque lo noMow c;r Ka.turu.iy. He has
b'eii nltinitir.fr the unve nng of the
"ibicky" O'Neill monument at Prescott, Arizona.
An unknown Indian, employed by
the Santa Fe nt Gallup, was brought
to the railroad hospital here this
morning suffering rum a number of
contusions of the head, face, nose,
mouth and neck, and a dislocated
ankle as a result of a freight wreck
nt Gallup yesterday.
F. S. Garcia, a constable under
Justice of the Peace W. W. McClellan and at present acting
police
Judge, was arrested last night by the
police for being drunk and disorderly. When arraigned In" police court
this morning. Garcia pleaded guilty
and was fined $5.
The case of Dr. Nacamull. acting
Italian consul, against G. Badaracco,
due to tie heard in police court this
morning, was continued this morning
by Acting Police Judge McClellan until 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon, on
account of the absence of the complaining witness and the defendant
A pleasant feature of Albuquerque's
Fourth of July celebration today Is
me arrival at tht home of S. T. Vann
219 North
Granite avenue, of a
bouncing baby boy. nt 9 o'clock this
morning. Father Vann and Grand
father Vann are wealing huge smiles
on their faces and everybody connect
ed rejoices.
A reception and
farewell dinner
was given In honor of T. M. Danahy
anu r.. F. Landoin last night at the
home of the Misses Gobs at 315
North Fifth street. The guests of
honor will leave for their homes In
New York. Saturday and will also at
tend the Elks convention at Philadelphia.
Harry L. Mainly, of San Marelal.
and Miss Maud Snyder, of Newton, Kan., were quietly married Tuesday morning at o'clock nt the parsonage of the Trinity M. K. church.
by
The ceremony was performed
Rev. G. M. Gibson. They left Immediately for their future home in San
Marelal. where Mr. Mandy is an employe of the Santa Fe railway. They
passed through Albuquerque today.
Four years ago today, Iawrence
Lee. the young nephew of City Clerk
Harry F. Lee, had his left arm torn
placed, which, when thrust on the
canes In which dynamite caps are
placed, which, when thrust on theh
pavement, causes a loud explosion. As
a result of the accident to young Lee.
an agitation swept over the city and
in less than four months after the
Fourth of 1903. the city council had
passed Its famous ordinance prohibiting the discharge of fireworks in the
city limits, the sale of fireworks in
A RATON HOTEL
the city ami making any violations of
the ordinance punishable by a heavy
tine and a Jail sentence.
DESTROYED BY FIRE
Cheapest accident Insurance Dr.
Thomas' Keleetrle Oil. Stops the pain
All drggists
Raton, N. M . July 4. The two and heals the wound.
story frame building at South First sell it.
street and Klo Grande avenue known
as the Southern hotel, was completely CATTLE RUSTLERS
gutted by five at 2 o'clock yesterday
morning, causing a loss estimated at
several thousand dollars. The strucKILLED BY POSSE
ture was owned by John Thomas and
occupied by Jake Kluntchnek as a saloon and rooming house, and a porI'hoenlx, Aiiz., July 4. James Car- -'
tion of the ground door by B. U.
rick, who has been known as a catl'aity as a restaurant.
tle
rustler In the southwestern part
The tire was first discovered by a
roinncr on the second Hour shortly of Arizona for yiais, was killed by a
posse today at a small place called
before 2 o'clock.
There were fifteen rooms In the Cypriano Wells, in I'ima county. A
house, over half of which were occu- companion rustler named Rciitley alpied.
All Hie occupants got out In so met death in attempting to escape.
The poss,. ii.nl liccu pursuing Car-ric- k
safety, but all lost more or less of
and his comrade since Sunday,
their personal effects. liut a small
portion of the furnishings
of
at Cypriano
the and when surrounded
building were saved. while vandals Wels. the men put up a I'mht, result-iiiin the killing of the two rustlers.
made away with bottles of liquor
from the saloon.
' lit
Drtn't thi.ili 'lei can t be
A WANT AD
Costs but a few cents ciued. Thousands ,.f obstinate casei
liut a few lines In The Citizen will have been cure , i.v Hi.in's uintmei t.
Iring you what you want.
50 cents at uny Jiu. store.
."
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C. F. Allen

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
DAMBROOK ItROS.
112 John Street
Phone 896.
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SAM KEE

1

Australian Is F&vjrlte With
Bettors at Odds of
10 to 9.

213 South

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock

Galvanized

and .Storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

1

i

Stcond Slrttt

Tin

Dealer In

Mexican Drawn Work, Indian and Jap
anese Novelties including Japanese Hand
Painted China Ware J J J
jt

Rooting,

Guttering, etc.
i

General

j

Jobbing

305 West Gold

San Francisco, July 4. One of the
principal events In the sporting world
this
is the forty-fiv- e
round glove
contest 'between Hill Squires, the
Australian champion, and Tommy When in need of anything in the
Hums, American, for the heavyweight
championship of the world, a percentage of the gate receipts and a
BAR
side bet of $5,CU0, which will take French Bakery Co. 202 E. R.R.Ave.
place this afternoon at Colma.
109 South First St, 'Phone 1036
Interest is added to the fight by the
appearance of James J. Jeffries as
F"m
referee, and his declaration last night
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
that he will
the ring and
fight the Australian if Squires is the
Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin RoofFamily
Trade a Specialty
victor today.
p
ing, Sheep-diTanks, Galvanized
A large open arena having a seatPipe
Tanks,
Water
and
Repair
Work.
ing capacity of 8,000, has been completed, and everything is in readiness
1- -2
for the men to enter the ring at 2
o'clock this afternoon.
The advance sale of seats Is In the
neighborhood of $12,000.
Promoter
James Cofforth expects a $22,000
house, based on the expectation that
7,000 will attend.
Hotting' on Squires.
Hotting on the fight veered last
night from 10 to 7, at which It stood
for some time, to 10 to 9 In lavor of
Squires.
Squires, it is stated, will have an
understanding with Referee Jeffries
in the ring today that no one will
have the right to toss up the sponge
for him. He said that he never has
and "never will give any ono the
right to signal defeat on his behalf."
lioth men are in excellent condition.
Squires will enter ihe ling at 1S2
pounds. Ruins at 179. The Australian has the advantage of three and a
half Inches in height and a half inch
in reach.
Wo Rive siieelnl attention to FARM MACHINERY Alfnlfa Mower.
Wheat Hinders, Hakes, Hay lresos Wind Mills. We curry high quality of
CARLSBAD'S GREAT
of machinery and tools. Write us for seclal catalogue. J. KOKHKIt & CO.,
M.
Wholesale, Albuquerque,

Call up 597

yt

BAKERY LINE

er

CELEBRATION

C.

Allen

208

West Gold

OF COMMERCE

GracJi

BEGINS

Carlsbad, X. M., July 4. The Xew
irrigation celebration opened
under the most favorable conditions.
The weather was perfect and about
3.000 visitors arrived to attend the
opening day's program.
Caman's band from Wlnfleld, Kan.,
consisting of 31 ipieces, arrived on the
evening train yesterday and opened
the day's program by the address of
welcome delivered by Capt. K. P.
Hujae.
of Carlsbad, introduced by
Mayor A. K. Qulnn.
The response waa made on behalf
of the board of control by Hon. H.
H. Holt, of Las Cruces.
There also
was a response by Dr. Charles E.
Lukens, of Albuquerque. An address
on better times for the
irrigated
southwest was delivered by Will Robinson, of Koswell.
The hose race between the Ros-we- ll
and Carlsbad volunteer fire departments resulted In a victory for
the latter. Time, 38 and 34 seconds
respectively.
Each company made a run of 400
feet and laid 200 feet of hose.

These Are

Mexico

Carriage
Buying
Days

Easy Terms
-w.

. .

;

t

'

.y,e

and
Low Prices

Do you Intend buying
.enlcle tc enjoy the summer monthsT If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
many
good styles within the range of modest Incomes.
we have

Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

Albuquerque Carriage

Corner First and TJJeras Road.

Rllious? Feel heavy after dinner?
Tongue coated? Hitter tuste? Complexion sallow? Liver needs waking
up. Doan's Regulets cure bilious attacks. 25 cents at any drug store.
FROM

& Gxannini

Co.

REFRIGERATORS

Till'

ROCKIES TO THE ATLANTIC
In connection with rail lines and
the
licvt of MiiKnilit'fiit, Modern, Steel
hU'4llllslliW

of the

"UJTE havejust
a large

Mallory Line

re-ceiv-

(alvcstoii. Tcxus to

New York.
.superb trip across the glorious
iulf and a coastwise ocean Journey to the Metropolis of the East.
CooIiiik sea breezes, enveloped with
every
sparkliiiK, purest ozone,
sense is refreshed every function
renewed while you travel with all
of the. known comforts and luxury of the present day ocean voy- -

consignment of refrigerators, zinc
and whita enamel
lining, ranging in
prices from $10.00
to $40.00.

UKiHR.

Sallliur from ii A Ii V F. S T O X.
Tucxlay. Thursday
ami .Saturday, l'roiit MOIUI.i:. Ala.
every Tuesday, anil from liKl'.NS-lil- t
I'rlday, itinnict-ik, .a..
at KEY WI ST. I In., viu l A.
O. Steamer for l l'IIA ami Mlnls
111 I M)ltll
.
Iow rates, including stateroom
berth and meals.
For further particulars ask any
railroad pussenaer or ticket uneiu.
or address agent at various porn.
Ask for copy of new and Interest
ing
Mallory ulne folder.
O. II. TAYIOlt. Tass'r Trnllic .Mjsr.

ed

T"us.

n

HU

L'roudway,

New Yol k City.

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

... Staab Building
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ALBUQUERQUE

TODAY'S

Try our Teas

INVENTOR

WAS LARGELY

We have a full line ol

OF

SCREENS

CITIZEN.

E

IN TROTH

IS SOLD

CHASE & SANBORNS
ondon.

Package Teas

va.uk

and Mary, five years old, struck
maicn. John, nine years old, at
tempted to tear her away before the
powaer exploded, but was too late
Mary was so severely burned that she
aiea on the way to a hospital In
wpringneict, and John l terribly burned and may die. Maggie, aged eleven
years, ana Ernest, aged three months,
were also burned and are In a hos
pital.

FT.Vi

A BENEFACTOR

ATTENDED

EVENING

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Oolong,

Japan,
English Breakfast, u
Ceylon-Indi- a,

Orange Pekoe,
Ceylon and
Emperors Blend
a special blend for Iced Tea.

203

WEST RAILROAD AYE-RU- E
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
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May Sutton Wins.

July

4.

May Sutton, of
6-- 4.

0.

Gunpowder,

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

in the
tennis
Traction Park. Barelas and Specimens of Fly and Bug Clark M. Carr. of Albuquerque, vaniornia,
cnampionsnip today, won the final In
ladles'
the
match, defeating
Miss
the Mountains Were
Excluders Which Are
Makes Contract For
Wilson by
Score
Miss
sutton will play Mrs. Chambers for
Favored Spots.
Unique.
Its Purchase.
tne title tomorrow.

Including

rin.

England Make Demand.
London. July 4. The British gov
History does not record the name
Albuquerque was not awakened
A contract for the sale of dead and ernment
has demanded of Moroccan
'
rrom Its peaceful slumbers this morn of the man who Invented screen mature western yellow pine timber on government
that prompt steps be takIng by the deafening reports of can doors, but whoever that person may the Fort Wlngate military reservation
to
Insure the release of Kald Sir
non Are crackers under windows; not be he should have a monument In has been approved by the secretary en
Harry
rommander of the
a pistol shot not even the snap of eternal marble erected to his mem- of war. The purchaser Is Clark M. Sultan's Maclean,
bodyguard, who was captur- a toy cap pistol w heard, vet todav ory. Perhaps It was a womaji
who Carr of Albuquerque, who will pay eu Dy jtaisuu,
' In honor of first received the inspiration of contne
bandit chief.
"Is the day we celeb-at- e
the timber at the rate of $3.25
triving this Indispensable fixture of for
national Independence.
per thousand feet on the basis of the
DeWltt's
Little
Risers.
It is the one day of the year to modern dwellings; most likely It was actual scale. The amount Is estimat- Small, sure, safe pills.Early
Sold by J. H.
which the small boys look forward, for woman has always been a hater ed at 25,000,000
feet,
board
measure.
O Rielly ft Co.
and a holiday In which the doctor and shouer of flies.
The war department iiaa placed the
stands ready to respond to hurry
The first screen doors were crude superintendence of the sale in the
calls. The city ordinance of Albu- affairs, not doors at all, In fact, but hands of the forest service. The trees
querque forbids the shooting of pis- curtains of netting hung In the
door which may be cut wlU be picked out
tols or fire crackers, the discharging way. From this contrivance
conand marked by the foresters. Suih-cieui iirewors.3 oi any Kind within the venient screen door of todaytheIs the
timber to keep the loggers busy
city limits, but even this stern de- natural outcome, also window screens for several
months has alremly been
cree cannot rob the youthful patriot and screened porches. The agonies marked.
oi nis iun. somenow ne has man people suffered In the mosquito belt
Only mature trees 16 inches or
aged to acquire a stock of fire crack before the advent of screens have not more
In diameter at breast height
Tlio
era; ne nas Raven his nickels for a yet been perpetuated In the tragic are being
marked for cutting, and
Standard Railway of Mexico
month and he has bought powder for literature of the language, but the when It Is necessary
proin
to
order
toy
his
cannon. Early this morning horrors of the Inquisition or the Per vide plenty of seed, trees larger
Traverses the Republic
he took his precious sttx-of comof the martyrs could not 16 Inches are being left. Thusthan
the
bustibles and sought the freedom of secutions
nave Deen worse.
grow,
smaller
trees
are
to
left
From the north to the south
and
the region beyond the city limits and
No family is too poor or bcninhted the means Is provided for renewal
and with its branch lines reachthere reproduced faint echoes of the to live In screenless
luxury
now.
or
Jf
tne
through
es
forest
the natural sow.
the most important cities,
great revolution which determined wire screens are beyond the means of Ing
of seed, which will cover th
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
the fate of the American colonies. the numuie, the good old fashioned openings
new
a
with
supply
of
Zncntecas,
little
Aguascalientes, San
Old town and Harela
became his
bar can be bought for five or trees In a few years.
Louis, Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-tiexington and Hunker Hill and so the mosquito
11 can be had In
ten
cents
a
yard
and
The
contract
a
contains
number of
uuy was saved, that is, from the small any color the purchaser may desire.
Guadalajara,
clause? looking to the prevention of
boy standpoint.
forest
fires.
City of Mexico
llirnThe
to
TlH'v
run
years
five
Is
Are
It
Made.
Yet the spirit
glorious
of the
Door and window screens are now and during that time nil of Mr. Carr's
rourtn is not dead with the older
and many other places worth
employes
are
required
tight
to
any
In
people of the city. On hundreds of manufactured
factories
which
seeing.
homes the American flag and bunting make a specialty of these articles. forest lire on the reservation.
The Richest Mining, Lumber
is draped in honor of the historic There Is one firm In Maine of nationand Oittle Producing ImihU
day. The red, white and blue of tne al reputation which has made a great
Made AeoesMlblo by This
handsomest flag among the nations fortune by manufacturing screens of COUNTERFEITER IN
Great System.
waves over the city todav and the nonrustable bronzed wire. Door and
citizens have taken a holiday. With window frames for wire Bcreen are
but a few exceptions there is not a made to suit all tastes and Docket
Can learn of much that la
nusiness house open In the city; not books, from the plainest kind to the
a factory runs, the court house is most elaborate in scroll work and
Intensely Interesting and create
decoration. They can be bought reudy
closed and the weather Is tine.
a desire to visit the
Dr. George U. Hall, the countermade in many standard sizes.
l'icnic Today.
feiter,
now is confined in the
Screens are used not only for keep county who
Over five hundred citizens left earlv
Jail under bond to await trial
this morning in all sorts and descrlD- - ing out flies, mosqultos and other In- at the September
term of the district
tlons of vehicles for the mountains sects, but also, as in this city city, court, is apparently
resigned to his
to celebrate the national holiday by or an example, for keeping out the fate thought he does not
by obtaining a map folder of th
to appicnicing in Hear canyon and other nutty pest of the Cottonwood trees. preciate the seriousness ofseem
Mexican Central Railway, as In
crime.
cool mountain resorts.
The colored Happily the cotton buds of these trees Though not In good health his
it are to be found brief sketchwitn
people are having a big picnic at were blighted this year by the late his system racked by the use and
es
drugs
of
of plac ia and things In MexSchwartzman's (3 rove south of the frosts so that the crop of floating cot- he passed a comparatively easy night
ico that, for grandeur, antiquity
city. About a hundred drove out In ton is reduced to a minimum. Mos- and
is
feeling
somewhat better today.
and historical value, have no
the Jumbo. Tally-h- o
and other rigs quito netting and similar fabrics have
When assured that he would reequal in the world.
still another peculiar use which has; ceive
to this celebration.
medical
treatattention
and
Folders, rates and all Inforcome into vogue during the last
At Tnu'tlou I'ark.
ment
to
enable
to
gradually
him
quit
mation furnished on application
lathey
are
muking
used In
Traction Park is the scene of the
drug
the
doseo,
he seemed pleased.
principal events of the day. All af dies' shirt waists and hosiery.
He admits that his downfall was due
ternoon the street cars have been car
I'nlquc SiKH'Imciis.
to
the
C. F. BERNA
cocaine
morphine haoit,
and
rying hundreds of people to the park,
On Second street of this city are which he contracted as a result of
where the American Lumbe rCo. band two unique
Commercial
specimens
taking
Agent
screen
of
doors
drugs
a
these
case
for
of blood
gave a patriotic concert
at 2:30
have attracted the attention of poisoning.
PASO, TEXAS.
EL
o'clock. At 3 o'clock the races ar- which
passer-byobserving
These doors
Is IK'KKllllcilt.
ranged by the Gentlemen's Driving are covered with the ordinary
green
W. 1. MURDOCH,
association began. The features of wire screening on one side and
The prisoner is In a despondent
on
Passenger Traffic Manager.
the meet are running races, harness the other with a wire mesh such as is mood and spends much of his time
J. C. .McIMALl),
races, ladies' races and pony races.
with
his
head
resting
between
his
cage
squirrels,
used to
while rats. palms. He
Genl. Pass. Agent.
The Mcintosh Drowns and the Ger- - quinea
worries about his fainilv
pigs
or
rattlesnakes.
CITV
OF MEXICO. MEXICO.
onlnio Greens will take possession of
and nis remarks concerning his mothpaused
A
one
citizen
before
of
these
er, wife and child are pitiful. He
the ball field after the races and be
gin a battle for a $50 purse and a doors the other duy and remarked to talks of studying
his medical books
companion:
percentage of the gate receipts. A his Do
you know why those screen and otherwise Improving his time
great crowd assembled to enjoy the doors were
during
his
in Jail, but as
confinement
constructed with a double yet
racing and the base ball game.
his mind is in no fit condition for
At 8:30 this evening there will ue screening?"
"1 can t guess the answer.
nri
said close application to anything. He is
another patriotic band conoert by the
restless and nervous and often refriend.
1
American Lumber Co. band at Trac the"Well,
to
fers
his
lameness,
which
way,
he
just
claims
this
the line is
tion park, after which the Albu screen Is its
the
a
result
of
recent
keep
accident.
to
little
bugs
out
the
querque Traction company will set oft
When the subject of his crime Is
the coarse screen to keep out the brought
1500 worth of fireworks. This exhibi and
up the prisoner shows agitabugs."
tion has been planned with special big "Very
tion and attempts to make explanavery
clever;
clever,
said
the
cars and constitutes the only public friend whose great grand. ather, on tions which are pitifully weak and
lints Cleaned and Blocked In
lire works display in the vicinity.
incoherent.
When asked where he
mother's side, was English.!
At V p. m., at the t'amnn the I'.os- - hir-"Those
any Style Panama a Spepassed
his
spurious
money
mumnie,"
doors
remind
contin
he
ton Ideal Comedy Co. will play the ued the first speaker, 'of an old maid bled meaninglessly and
at
'Mikado" and inaugurate its four n New England who had a hole cut loss to remember. Finallyseemed
cially
Clothing
steam
he admitweeks' engagement in Albuquerque.
n her back door so that
her cat ted that he had passed several coins
Cleaned
and
Pressed.
Ex.
Tonight also, the Mexican National could
and out without necessit- in saloons. He denied that he ever
show, from the republic of Mexico, ating go indoor
press Orders Attended
gambled
to
or
being
that
opened.
he
drank
to
In
excess.
the
the
will give a tent performance on the
of feline events that cat had His inability to find suitable work In
Promptly.
lot Just west of the county court course
the
city
poor
thing
and
tohis
spin
kittens
and
the
first
tho
health,
house. None need want for amusedid upon learning of the miracle, gether with his poverty, induced him
ment this evening with all the vari- - ster
was to send for the carpenter to to try making bogus money for a
out attractions scheduled in old town. come
Now that he has been exand make a smaller hole in the living.
Hundreds of native and Americans
and placed In custody he acts
from the ranches and small towns In door for the ingress and egress of posed
much like a spoiled child who has
Phone S80.
the surrounding region came to the he kittens."
been reproved for a naughty act.
city today to celebrate by attending
)KKKO?004K3K34a4K)4K04
Must be Sincere.
park. A
the features at Traction
If the actions of Dr. Mall are not
considerable number of
TRAINMEN ARRESTED
sincere, he is a most wonderful actvisitors came in on the trains last
or. His physical and mental condinight and this morning
to visit
a Reliable Dentist
tion, however, lead the authorities to Consult
friends here.
FOR CAR ROBBERY view
d
him simply 11s a
At I tardus.
person who was rendered desperate
The program for the day In Rarelas
by a condition of poverty to which
Full Set of Teeth
at the Spanish
Methodist mission
was unaccustomed.
he
Gold lilllng
$1.50 up
E. L. Kent, freight conductor and
church was aa follows:
InWith
a
surgical
full
of
trunk
Gold Crowns
Morning exercises, commencing a R. G. Mowry, brakeman, who were struments,
$0
clothing
and
medical
by
Sunday
special
at Raton
arrested
10 o'clock.
Painless Extracting. . .50c
books
with
a
not
value
of
far
from
officers
charged
of
who
Fe,
Santa
the
by
Prayer
Rev. Thos. Harwood.
$2011 it seems strange that If he nos- Reading of the Declaration of In them with car robbery, were taken
nny moral fibre, he did not disdependence by Attorney M. C. Ortiz, before the federal commissioner at sessed
pose of this property rather than seek ALL WORK ABSOMTELY GUARi Las Vegas yesterday, w here they were
ANTEED.
and a short address.
..
.
to
gain
money by criminal means.
'
,.i
...i UIIUCI 11.1?
Song, "America."
MllcllSeu
Mowry, the brakeman, turnedtitne?.
states
Speech, by Attorney A. A. Sedillo.
evidence and admitted everything,
Hymn No. 310, by congregation.
CHILD KILLED BY
while Kent pleaded not guilty.
Speech, by Rev. Higlnio Costales.
Kent was placed under 1 1,200 bond
commencing
Afternoon exercises,
and Mowry under $500 bond. Both
at 2:30 o'clock.
were bound over to the San Miguel
Speech by K. 11. Chaves.
POWDER EXPLOSION
county grand Jury.
Song.
Over $200 worth of stolen goods
Speech by Thomas Harwood.
IHS. COPP and PETTIT.
Song "The Star Spangled Banner." were received and it is apparent that
the robberies have been going on for
Speech by T. M. Harwood.
Springfield, 111.. July 4 One child ROOM 12, X. T. ARM I JO ItLDG.
months.
Speech by Attorney M. C. Ortiz.
was killed, one probably fatally inBoth Conductor Kent and Brake-ma- n jured and two
others were hurt In a
Mowry are well known in Albu- celebration of the
JIOTFJj ARRIVALS.
at Chatham
querque, having worked between here last night. Frank Fourth
Hen-ranTO SELL,.
engineer
Vegas
some
and
Las
for
At
time.
Alvarudo.
of a
mine at Chatham, took
good corner lots on West
Some
time of the alleged car robbery home coal
Bruce Melfe, Great Bend. Ind.; W. the
two
gallon
half
cans of powder
Coal avenue. Also lots on Gold
H. Clark. Holbrook; C. O. Kucker, they had a freight run from Las with which to celebrate the Fourth.
and Sliver avenues. Some good
Mowry has a wife and told the children not to touch the
St. Joseph; A. B. Call, Pasadena, Cal.; Vegas to Raton.
bargains In houses and lots in all
Lucia M. Harris, Chicago; Mrs. V. A. and several children at Raton.
powder, which he left in the back
parts of the city. See Lunlr'i
Pinchon, Atlantic City, N. J.; Mrs. W.
yard.
,
Heal Estate Agency.
W. Broadhurst,
Silver City; L. F.
The children finished supper before
Woode, St. Louis; O. M. Pierce, San PRESIDENT SMALL
he did and went into the back yard,
A. Lovell. Chicago; E.
Francisco;
Kahn. Cincinnati; W. W. Barley, Kan52.
A.
R. Alkln, Denver;
sas City;
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXl
WITHDRAWS ORDER XZXXXXJ
Walker and family, Havana.
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Where to Dtne We'd

2.

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

MeaU at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
.

Under

Sa-vo-

Hotol

y

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

nt

It is something better

Mexican Central

than you are now using.

try rr

H

a

MALOY'S
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
- The telephone make the
lighter, the can
and the worries fewer.

fin tie

telephone
The
your health, prolongs1 your Ufa
and protect yoor home.

lean

o,

Try
Columbus
Hotel

TOURISTS

TOU NELB A TELEPUOVE

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

(ooooocoooo

FLiT SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents
per foot at the

LAND OF THE

eastern-mad-

MONTEZUMAS

MANZANO

OF THE

1

t
Supt. Harris

Found Agricul-

ture In That Vicinity
on the Boom."
In
the
"The farming conditions
Manzano national forest reserve are
in a surprisingly excellent condition,"
said Supervisor H. H. Harris, who refew days ago from a 300
turned
mile horseback trip over the Manzano
reserve.
"A great number of trees are being
planted and much virgin soil is being
broken. The Estancia valley is in a
a genthriving condition and there-ieral awakening of Interest in all agriov-.
people
The
lines
"ere.
cultural
seem to have become possessed with
a modern progressive spirit which
reflects favorably upon the whole region. A great number of new wells
are being dug and ranchers, who formerly had to haul water as far as
fifteen miles, now have .wells on their
own premises. Many of these ranchers have had great difllculties to contend with in developing their claims,
but the outlook for continued improvement and development is most
promising. The new settlers coming
In are of the hard working pioneer
The
class and they mean business.
land In the district repays cultivation
a hundred fold, and in time it is
bound to be a very prosperous community.
At present the crops are good and
the ranges are In excellent condition
for grazing. While not many of the
ranchers have much stock as yet,
such as they do own Is doing well."
s

DIPPING SEASON

work

"The

throughout New

dipping

of

sheep

start in
morning,"
said
tomorrow
earnest
Solomon Luna, president of the Territorial Sheep Sanitary board this
Mexico

will

morning.
"During the past few weeks, we
have been preparing for the dipping
season, and throughout
Socorro,
Luna, Dona Ana and Grant, counties,
getbusy
sheepmen
been
have
the
ting their sheep into shape, so that
the inspectors of our board and those
of the Bureau of Animal Industry can
examine and dip them.
"While the greatest haste Is being
used In the work, it will take perhaps two months to complete the dipping, that Is, in each of the counties.
Outside of the activity among the
sheep men, caused by the dipping
season, everything is iulet."

WAR WITH

JAPAN

s.

in
ne Aiouquerque
Hatters

Comer
3rd St ACoId Ave.

OueiM, Tex., July
The jury In
the John Hr.iun assault case, after
being (iut all nlnlit, Itrought in a v
of guilty a'.ul assessed the penally
ut deatii.
This makes the second death
ulty Imposed at this term t "jr:.
This case has been on trial for u
4

week.
Monk

hai.g last

Gibson
wt-tk-

.

was

stri.Uncc--

.
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WHEN YOU BUY A

V

PIANO

'
BUY A
CHICK E R ING & SONS

There Are No Better

WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

California

Excursions
Every Tuesday,

Thurs-

day and Saturday during

June, July, August
and September

::

::

::

Return Limit Nov. 30
Extremely Low Rates
Los Angeles and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado and

Return

$35

San Francisco and Return $45

.

C.

TO HAIIli

MTLjT
SUPERIORVTTWPLANING
tjtttt TwnTn
liwimr JJUXXiXimi1

$8

8t urges.
P. Owens and wife,

Seligman;

negWaI'
SENTENCED

y

ilrug-rncke-

J. Walkins, Van Houten; Esqulqula
Haca and family, Penablona; L. Olin,
WITHIN FIVE YEARS Gallup; Mrs. W. Martin, Cuchillo; E.
T. CofTey, Winslow ; William Mcintosh. Eslaiuia; E. Moya, Ribera; J.
J. Burke, Lamar; J. F. Gibbons and
wife. Wichitu; T. Harela and wife. Las
Xorth Y ikaina. Wash , July 4.
Hear Admiral J. W. Thompson, L". Vegas; T. Aland. Santa Fe; E. I.
whj has arrived here Smith, Omaha; William E. Turner,
S. X.. reii.-ei-l,
for a short stay, predicts war with Kansas City; C. R. Foster and wife,
W. H. Foster and wife. Cerrlllos;
Japan within live years.
He dues nut believe that Great Ivan llibo, Grants; R. L. Haca, Santa
I'.rit.iin will assist her ally in such Fe.
a FtrutfKle. but believes that France
would give financial aid to Japan.
Gr.iiul Central.
Hurry Akasaka, A. S. Barrett and
wife. Oakley, Wyo.; James M uNeill,
St. Louis; P. Stuart, A. West Las Vegas; II. J. Maxwell, lilossbery.

two

IN YOUR ITOMB

Ktnoy.
J. W. Schneider. Lcmer. Iowa: F.

L. Schneider, Grants, I. N. t'.issity.
Topeka; Mrs. K. V. Fallery. Evans- t"ii. III.; C. V. Frart. Gallup; J. P.
Belcher, Carmack, Ind.; C. S. Dodge,
Finlay City; J. S. Starke. B.irnesviile,

Ohio.

J. II. ,rk.

II,

t'raige.

K. in.--. is City.

HcWitt's Little Karly Klsers. Small,
ti sure, safe pills. Sold by J. il.
O ll.eny & Co.

San Francisco, July 4. President
J. Small, of the Telegraphers un
it Is staled.
has temporarily'
withdrawn his order given to the operators In another city to strike.
This action, it is believed, was taken pending the arrival at Chicago f
Neill
Labor Commissioner
from
Washington, and the outcome of his
general
prevent
to
a
efforts there
strike.
S.

ion,

,

cleansing, clean, cooling, soothing, healing household remedy Is De
Witt's Carbolized Witch Haxel Salve.
A

Sold by J. II

(j'ltlelly

& Co.

SUNMOUNT TENT CrJTy

is

Send

uu

lit
For

Booklet,
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a WE HAVE
H
ADDED

TO OUR
BUSINESS 3
a
We want you to try us for an order and you will continue. Our Ice
H
Cream is absolutely pure. We pack and deliver to any part of the city.

The Ice Cream and Sherbert Making

ALL FLAVORS
MATTHEW DAIRY CO.

I

When you pay yen r b'lls by check, you carry no money
your money is safe in
uui pciaun, u i in t necessary.
the Rank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone. The checks
you issue are goodonlyto the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for hot large and small

a mile from the historic city of Santa Fe. Private Mountain
water supply. Excellent table. No dust storms. Cool summer climate. Resident physicians.
Ud.

From

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Safety of the Checkiig Account

The Pioneer Tent Sanatorium of New Mexico. Situated
amcng the foothills of the beaut Jul Sangre dt Cristo Mountains,

Rates SI 0.00 Per Week

Get Full Particulars

I

accounts.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
mm

Phone 420

4

a

Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

CITIZEN.

TUlltSDAt,

JCMT

4,

1B0T.

HOW A MAN PROPOSES

S

PROVEN

EVENING

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
YIELD

It means the'

GOOD

hottest and cleanest

ALBUQUERQUE

flame produced by
any stove.
This is
the flame the New

Now.
Aril., July 4. With
Mansfield.
hundreds of tuns of concentrating
ore lylnR on the dumps, nnd thousands more exposed in the various
tunnels and shafts, the Mansfield
Mining
Smelting' company Is now
practically ready to take up the matter of smelting facilities for the handling of Its
These
fires.
ores will be available In practically
unlimited quantities, nnd In fact it is
generally understood that the bulk
of the company's profits will come
from this grade of ores, as In the case
of the largest of the Montana mines,
where the ores carry but 3 or ,4 per
cent of copper.
It is also true, however, that the
Mansfield shows unusual promise of
being able to produce the higher
grades In abundance.
Large quantities of ore now actually on the
dumps average 6 per cent In copper
with good values In gold and silver,
while hundreds of selected samples
have yielded assays, running up into
the hundreds of dollars In the tnree
metals. The Mansfield ores, also carry a high percentage of Iron and are
so that the cost for
treatment will be extraordinarily low.
At Jerome.
4. Local
July
Jerome. Ariz.,
opinion regarding the Verde Grande
copper property Is characterlctically
reflected In the statement made by
the superintendent of one of the proven copper properties here, a property In which there Is already a large
body of ore blocked out; yet in spite
development of
of the
his own mine, the superintendent said
have
the Verde
that he would rather
copper property than his own and
any other two mines now being developed in the district.
The manager of another proven
mine In the Jerome district, a mine
that has been advertised from one
end of the country to the other, says
that there Is no doubt about the
Verde Grande being one of the best
of the developing properties In the
district, and that before the Verde
Grande shaft has reached a depth
of BOO feet, the property will be
known as one of the richest copper
mines in the country.
The Verde
Grande shaft Is now down about
considerably
160 feet, and
black
slate is appealing In the bottom of
the shaft with the copper sulphides.
At Wliikcliiuin.
Winkelman, Ariz.. July 4. Mining
operations on a large scale are to be
carried forward during the coming
season at the Two Queens group of
mines, if the big orof
der for machinery Just placed with
prominent Los Angeles manufacturers Is to be taken as an Indication of
The order
the company's Intentions.
was for a large Fatrfoanks-Mors- e
engine and hoist and full equipment
for immediate delivery. The management is now concentrating lt efforts
upon the sinking of the first and
fourth shafts and driving the main
tunnel to cut the vein.
The work has now reached a point
where the immediate Installation of
adequate equipment is fully justified,
and there can be no longer any question, as to the real character of the
mineralized veins, which yielded the
rich assays at the surface a few
months ago.
It is generally conceded that the
tunnel and shafts have been correctly
located.

Capital and surplus, $100,000

Perfection Oil Stove
irives the instant a
lighted match is an- plied no delay, no
trouble, no soot, no
dirt, r or cooking, the

Miners Are Reaping Results
of Toll and Expense

N

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

NEW PERFECTION
WI1J1

Wick Blue Hame Oil Cook-Stov- e

lit

It gives quick results because its
heat is nighly concentrated. Cuts
in two. Made in three sizes. Every
stove warranted. If not at your deal
er s write to our nearest agency.
is unequaled.

low-gra-

fuel-expen- se

IX ST. LOUIS.
"Here, boy! Deliver this note in a hurry, and wait for an

Re&b Lamp

Ample

Mt-an- s

gao

Extends to Depositor
New Accounts---Capita- l,

"S

household use.
miar
Made of brass throughout and beautifully nickeled.
Perfectly constructed; absolutely safe; unexcelled
power; an ornament to any room.
in light-giviEvery lamp warranted.
If not at yout
dealer's, write to our nearest agency.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

and Unsurpassed

1

Facllltlsa,

GeBgigna

Every Proper Accommodation,
tl60.000.00.

and

s

Solicit.

nd

self-fluxin- g,

Incorporated

J.

C.

OFFICERS? AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

)

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, look
best, wear
the longest, moat economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Eto.
FIRST 6TREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

a

Our Prices
are right

Nfesifiliii

IX NEW YOIIK.
He: I cleaned up $3,000,000 In Wall street today.
She: Well, then, I'll marry you, but I do hate to leave the stage.

gold-copp-

OUTBURSTS OF EVERETT TRUE

1

...

,

:

Our Work
i

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

omenta ano

omecToitm

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKKB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

Pre.ld.al

vice President

CaaMer
AMlatant Cashier
Director

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

All Kinds

NEW MEXICO

U.
DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

right

&

tSOO,06t.M

$259,000.t

Santa Fs Railway Company

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Face
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

IT WEANS HIM
The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save
money.

::

n

v.

::

::

We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

CHANGES IN

MORE

NEW MEXICO

2nd and Cold

ind and

Cold

TAX ASSESSMENTS
meeting of the
board of equalization Tuesday the
following Increased assessments were
acted upon. At 4.30 p. m. the meeting was adjourned to 10 a. m. Saturday:
The water supply company, assessed for $65,000 was reduced to $50,-00Attorney McMUlun contested
the raise for the company.
Mrs. N. T. Armijo, represented by
George F. Albright, Increase by assessor of $10,500 reduced to $2,000.
Notice was given of an appeal to the
territorial board of equalization.
Severo Sanchez, represented by
C, Montoya, real estate raise of
by $530;
personal
$1,060 reduced
property raise of $875 deducted.
represented
Co.,
Meyers
&
Krnest
by Samuel Neustadt; real estate raise
of $4,500 cut down $3,000.
H. F. and J. H. Meyers, represented
by Samuel Neustadt; raise on real
estate of $800 sustained by the board.
Alejandro Sandoval, represented by
W. C. Heacock; raise on real estate
of $2,500 cut down $500.
Frank A. Hubbell, represented by
E. W. Dobsiin; raise on real estate of
personal property deducted.
Gabriel Sanchez, represented by T.
C. Montoya, raise of $500 on real
state sustained. raise on personal
property of $1,750 deducted.
Whitney company, represented by
Thomas N. Wilkersim; raise of $2,500
on personal property sustained.
E. L. Medler, raise of $550 on real
estate sustained.
Henry Hrockmeler, represented by
E. L. Medler; raise on real estate of
$250 deducted.
Jesuslta Armijo, ral"e on real estate
of $475 deducted.
Estate of F. Armijo y Otero; raise
of $1 850 on real estate sustained.
raise on real
Pedro Iiadaracco;
estate of $657 cut $157.
by Jesus
represented
Perea,
David
Romero; raise on real estate of $;.0
and on personal property of $20 deducted.
N. T. Armijo, Jr., represented by P.
F. McOanna; raise on real estate of
$510 sustained.
Jusllnlano Gutierrez; raise on real
estate of $250 sustained and raise of
$875 on personal property deducted.
raise on real
Jesus A. Zamora:
estate of $275 cut $175.
on real esraise,
Juan '. Zamora:
tate of $175 cut $75.
Natividad Gutierrez; raise on real
estate of riii deducted; raise of $10U
on personal property sustained.
At the adjourned
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

if

ON YOUR

Wholesale Grocers

0.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

To-m- as

A

Wonderful

HupiH-iilin;- .

N. Y., has witnessed
most remarkable cases of
ene of
healing ever recorded. Amos F. Kin?

Hryon,
Port tho"
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LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER
and you will And no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.

They Keep the Flies Out

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Qrocerlei
la the Southwest.
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.
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Snit Everybody's Taste
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ARIZONA
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SUIT CASES AND VALISES

and Pocketbook.'

PRISON

SUPPLY

Styles to Select From.

BUGGIES

v,o.

Shape.

A Complete Line of Suit Cases and Values, Drummer Samples, Will Be Sold at

Douglas, Ariz.,
Julv 4. Sunday
morning
an
Intelligent
Mexican,
known as Sam Moret, was arrested
by Ranger Sam Hayhurst, according
to report, and Incarcerated In the
city Jail In the rear of the city hall.
The arrest Is said to have been made
at the Instance of the Mexican government through Its local consul, Antonio Maw. The charge against Moret Isj said to be murder, but It is
claimed his only offense is political,
which Is no crime In America.
Guards heavily armed were placed over this prisoner night and day
at the request of Consul Mara, who
said his government would pay the
expense.
He Was Kidnapped.
The man remained in Jail until last
night between 9 and 10 o'clock. At
that time an automobile occupied by
two Americans was driven up In
front of the city hall. The prisoner
was delivered to the two men and
forcibly placed In the automobile.
He was heard to cry out. "I am being deprived of my liberty." Then
he was silent.
It Is said he was choked Into
quietude. The automobile was driven west on Tenth street from the city
nan, ana in front or Haas' care the
occupants and their actions were observed by at least seven reliable per.
sons.
They saw the two men choking
the Mexican and they heard the unintelligible noises he was making In
trylhg to cry out against the treatment he was receiving. What came
after that Is speculation, but there
Is said to be no doubt that the prisoner kidnapped from the American
jail was delivered to the Mexican
authorities.

RAILROAD DEPARTMEMT

Kansas City Stock Yards, July 4.
The moderate supply of 36,000 cattle
received here last week left buyers
In good shape to handle the run of
10,000 head today.
Prices declined
last week on fed steers, but she stuff
held steady because of the limited offerings, and grass cattle in the southern division also sold steady during
the week. Prices on all classes are
steady to strong today, with stockers
and feeders 10 to 15 cents higher.
Cattle receipts at this point during
June were heaviest on record for that
month, at 160,000 head, not Including
17,000 calves. Liberal marketing
of
miarantlne cattle heliped to swell the
although
was
large
also
there
ital.
numbers of fed steers Included. The
OUR
CLEARING
SALE
COMMF.NrFS
large supply and the good prices re
aHteed are remarkable In view of the
X
fight between commission men and XtxxxxxAXJLXXXXXXXXTXXTTTTXrXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX
packers, and the reduced supplies of
she stuff received In consequence of
. . ....
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Use Kennedys
Laxative
Cough
this. An early settlement of the difI am SO dollirhfert
with who I Syrup. Contains no opiates.
ficulty Is anticipated, favorable to the
It drive
Chamberlains Salve has done for me the cold out of the system by
shippers. Fed native steers reached
gently
mat i xeei Dound to write and tell moving the bowels. Contains Honey
$7 last week, bulk of sales $5.75 to
you so."
says Mrs. Robert Mytton, and Tar and tastes nearly as good a
WIIKHK THEY PLAY.
$6.60, grass native steers, and those
467 John St.. Hamilton, nmarln "M
maple syrup. Children like It. Sol
fed corn on the grass, $4.50 to $6
little daughter had a bad burn on by
National Icnffue.
cows $2.50 to $4.75, heifers $3.75 to
J. H. O" Rlelly
Co.
ner unee. i appued Chamberlain's
Xew York at Brooklyn.
$5.25, bulls $2.75
to
$5. Including
ana
St.
Louis
u
Pittsburg.
at
healed beautifully."
'vt
grass ibulls, calves $4. to $6, stockers
This salve allays the pain of a burn
Cincinnati at Chicago.
$3.50 to $4.75. feeders up to $5.
most Instantly. It Is for sale by all
Uoston at Philadelphia.
Sheep and lamb receipts were fairu UKglBia.
ly liberal last week at 26.000 head,
American
Ixngue.
and the total receipts for, June were
Chicago at Cleveland.
113,000 head, also establishing a new
W do It right,
DRY. ImSi. Louis at Detroit.
record for thait month at this marperial Laundry Co.ROtcn
Philadelphia at New York.
ket. Prices are regularly declining,
Vnhhiton at Boston.
buyers claiming a bad outlet In the
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today, market weak, Texas sheep for
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the country today at $4.25, Arizona
wun prom to
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National Loone.
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Liits painless puruiers
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York
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rived last week, selling at $5.10 to
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Washington
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start,
The following articles of IncorporaMEXICO TO DEPORT
Western
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The burninsr and
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Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Des
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1,000
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of
thin Soles are nre- Denver
30
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agent, David U. Cole, at Cimarron.
Sioux City
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trented
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by
the Red Cross. It
Capital stock, $100,000, divided iiuo
City of Mexico. Mexico. Julv 4.
Pueblo
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.394
one thousand shares of the par value
enables a woman to be on
l.OoO Japanese who arrived at
of $100 each, commencing business The port
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National
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At Chicago:
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condition.
North
and South Dakota's and Wis- A stylish
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Frederic
being held at quarantine, with Chicago
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Whitney, Oeorge E. Remley, all of are view
Cincinnati
of determining
whether
Dates of sale June 16, 18, 17, S3. shoe
Cimarron, and Arthur H. Olllcer, of the
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and
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They are under
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company. contract
19;20'
At
Final
Pittsburg:
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Uirdsell Manufacturing
return
E
H.
to
absolutely
work in the coal mines Pittsburg
Principal place of business in New of the Mexican
9
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1 limit October 81st.
Coal mid Coke com- St. Louis
4 11
4
Mexico, at Albuquerque,
Bernalillo pany at Las Esperanzas,
near
comfortable
the
Rio
county. Territorial agent, J. C. Flour-ne- (Irande border.
Phillppl and Phelps;
Butteries
.ucoiynn and Marshall.
at Albuquerque. Capital stock,
Philadelphia
and
Return
$250,000, divided into five thousand
At Philadelphia:
H. H. K.
Const illation.
Boston
2
0 6
shares of the par value of $50 each,
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For
Is
there
nothing
1
6 in
Philadelphia
object, manufacture of farm imple-Mentso
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quite
Stom$59 25
nice
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Period of existence, lifty
Batteries Boultes
Brown; Cor- and Liver Tablets. They always rldon and Jacklitsch. and
years. The company was organized ach
produce
on
Tickets
pleasant
a
In Indiana and tiled amended articles
sale July 11, 12 and 13.
movement of the
At Brooklyn:
It. H. E. Return
limit July 23rd. By depositing
of Incorporation to comply with the bowels without any disagreeable ef- New York
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this ticket and paying $1 It may be
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laws of New Mexico.
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taunt Coil Blucktr,
The Clayton Cemetery association. For sale by all druggists.
Batteries Taylor, Wiltse and Bow extended to leave Philadelphia up to
including
and
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81st.
Principal place of 'business at Clayerriian; Stricklett and Bergen.
$400
ton. Vnlnn county. Territorial agent,
American Ijcturue.
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a Boston
Falkenburg and War
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Moines
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Batteries
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onnell. a corporation
headquarters at Iyos Lunas, from snd you will get prompt relief. Sold
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Deafns Cannot Be Cured
Dealera
In
Groceries,
Frovlvlona.
by local nriincatlom. as they cannot
out them, jet the ordeal through reach
New Mexico
Grain and Fuel.
the diseased portion of the ear. Albuquerque
here Is only one way to cure deafness,
Fine Line of Imported Wine Liquor
which the expectant mother 'Iand
that Is by constitutional remedies.
and Clgara. Place your orders la caused by an Inflamed condimust pass usually is so full of suffering, leufnss
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
this line with us.
tion of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube la Inflam danger and fear that she looks forward ed
213. 2U.21T NORTH TH "'.D
you have a rumbling sound or Imperto the critical hour with apprehension
reci nearing, ana wnen u is entirely
LI'ERY, SALE, FEED AND
closed, lieu fnFs Is the result, and un
TRANSFER STABLES.
out
THIRD STREET
and dread. Mother's Friend, bv its nene- - less trie Inflammation can be taken conand this tulie restored to Its normal
Hoiaea
and Mulea Bought and Ex
trating; and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and iitlon. hearing will b destroyed forever:by
nine cases out of ten are caused
changed.
but an Inflamall unpleasant leenngs, and so prepares the system for the iedHtiirrh. which Isihonothlr?
mucous surfacea.
condition of
BEST
TOUItNOUTS
IN THE CITT Ali Kind- - of Fre-- h and Salt
orUeal that she passes through
We will nlve one Hundred Dollars for
any eaRe of Deafness (caused by catarrhi Second Street, between Railroad and
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the event safely and with but
that cannot lib cured by Hall s Catarrh
Copper Avenue.
i:mil kmenwokt
Cure. Serd for circulars frea.
y. J. LHENE & CO., Props,
little suffering, as numbers have
Manonlo Building, North Third tr

private contract constitutional?
That there Is ground for much
doubt as to what the decision of tne
United States supreme court will be
on these questions is unquestionable,
says the Railway Age. A revival of
the loose practice of giving transportation to publishers practically regardless of whether an equivalent
wrs received, would be in 'plain violation or the provisions of the law
against discrimination, but many railway lawyers believe that bona fide
contracts to exchange a. anecinl
amount of transportation for a specl- neu amount or advertising, equivalent In va'ue, will be held to stand
upon a different footing. Regarding
me matter solely rrom the standpoint
ci
it would unnuestlnn
Earnings of Railroad Increas- ablyexpeaieiK-ybe for th good of both the railways and thp public for the courts to
smia'n the tulina cf the commission,
ed at Rate of $1,000,000
It once tne us, of newsnaner trans.
portatlon is held to be legal,
fla
Monthly.
grant aouse is almost certa n its
to fol
low.
The carriers
would have beat
served tneir . n Interests if they had
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe decided to comp.v with the commis
Railway company closed the greatest sion's ruling unanimously, regardless
year In Its history yesterday.
Its oi us iiououui legality.
gross earnings will be considerably
In advance of those of any oUier 12 SOlTHP.itv
hittu
months, having grown at the rate of
MAV COKE CAKS J
SEIUVCK.
more than Jl.OUO.OOO a month, as
The Southern Pacific is putting a
compared with the previous year, new type
of coke cars into service
which also was a record (breaker. Net between
niohn mAi- Pan and
earnings have increased at the rate ter. These cars
are similar in design
of about $250, 0U0.
me oig cone raeK cars in use on
For ten years the Santa Fe has io
the El Paso
Southwest,,
been growing steadily In importance. the exception that the S. P. mcars do
So far as its present mileage is con- not have the rnrlr ottarhmoni
cerned, already it is one of the great- Increasing the load. These cars are
est systems in the country. It now an meei construction,
with
has under operation 9,260 miles of air dumps and have equipped
a capacity of
road, and its length ia being added to 100,000 pounds.
Two
new
of
the
constantly. The most important work cars are In
G. H. yard today
before it is the linking up of its Pa- waiting to 'bethemade
up
In
a
west
cific coast and gulf lines, when it uuunu ireigni
ior tne Ulobe smelters.
will have a direct line not only from
Chicngo to Los Angeles and San Fran- CAR UEPA1KKR
IS
cisco, but
one from Galveston to
CltlSllKD TO .DEATH
both those California points.
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Ago of IrogTcss.
Zuniga, aged 35 years,
employed as
age
progress
an
In
of
in the raili'ain;j
uie rninia re rail
road world there has been no more road, was
crushed to
near the
progressive road than the Santa Fe. Santa Fe round house death
a
minutes
Those now In its control do not ap- before 12 o'clock today. few
Zuniga
was
pear to have allowed any opportunity at work on one of a string of cars
for Improvement and eXDanslon to when engine No. 43, in charge of
nave escapea tnem. r rom a bank
samiaga, uumpeu into tne
rupt concern, threatened with com- string. Zuniga
was unable to get out
plete disintegration, within a decade v. w.c nay jll
lO
UeiTlg
...... ,.....t.
it has been transformed into one of Struck llV f ho mhaula 1.1. aVOlU
the most complete and profitable
ed to death before the hostler was
tenis of the country, able to pay the unuic ui me uLTiueiii,
one truck
holders of its common stock divi passing over his breast.
dends of 6 per cent on the par value
Rurnlnfir wire nflmlrmi
of their holdings. Nor have these
dividends been at the expense of the caused a delay of thirly minutes to
physical condition of the property, southbound passenger train No. 1 a
and sums have been spent on the '
rous norm or valley siding, nine
Improvement and maintenance of the miles north
........ rtt
... T .. v..
. tfecv.i,
e., mi ues-da- y
roadbed and equipment.
afternoon. The wire with other
During the last year nearly on?- - stuff which
was
Inflammable hail
miru or the gniss earnings have been been 'piled up alongside the right of
spent on the maintenance of way and
.,i,ijr a. jew leet irom me rails,
equipment. This is an unusually high and it was necessary
for the overland
proportion, and it has resulted in a to await a cessation of the Intense
,. to
.
. , .....v, oil .i.....- - mitj
. . ninuo
marked enhancement in the value of heat and ihen
uvula
the property, contributing in no small windows before proceeding on
Its wav
degree to the Increased earning pow- iv LUIS li ly.
er and Its more economical operaOrders huve' hnun
CJ...
....... dIoam I...
,,,, oupeition. The greater iportlon of the system now is laid with heavy steel rails. Intendent K. J. Gibson for the Inime- The motive power also has been in- uiuie construction Vmor a 300-fospur
Ini.l- from
-- 01,1111
creased enormously.
Many of the til he
one Ul. r.l.
radical improvements have been re- Itlta to the plant of the Wood Fiber
quired by the rapid development of loniLiuiiy, oi uibm Angeles.
m
the territory served by its lines. The
The Santa Fe locomotive and car
destiny of traftle in all that region has
ere closed today on account
increased enormously.
of the Fourth of July. Only impora
tant
necessary to the operation
work
ALL KAILHOADS AUK
passenger trains was done today.
AC't 'I'M I LATIXG COAL. of
That the railroads have a selfish
O. Gabriel, roadmaster for tne first
motive in urging coal consumers ani district,
Is spending the Fourth todealers to lay in supplies during the day at Williams.
Arizona, with his
summer months is denied by freight family. His brother-in-latrattic men. From the highest traf- Johnson, is roadmaster at thatCharles
place.
fic officers of great systems down to
j
minor freight agents those who use
C. R. Hawkins, a tinner
the
coal are being urged to stock up shops, better known as "Kid at
Urady,"
while there Is a lull in freight move- has resigned. He will return to his
ment. It has been suggested that the old home in McFall, Mo., where he
motive of the railroads in this is to Intends opening a tin shop.
keep its equipment employed at a
AV. Earle ISlood, bonus demonstratime when it would otherwise be idle,
and at the same time prevent con- tor at the shops, has returned from
Topeka.
gestion of freight later on, with all
where he attended the meetthe expense and annoyance this en- ing of the bonus demonstrators of the
tails. In objection to this it has been Santa Fe system.
urged to tie up his money until winMachinist Jacobsen was very bus
ter just to accommodate selfish railroads, and that in the meantime yesterday passing the cigars about
prices might take a drop, leaving him with a smile on his Jovial face. A
a loser. Freight men iy this is not baby was left at his home Tuesday.
the case. That almost all coal Is
W. IJ. Howes, assistant roundhouse
bought on contract and that lis price inspector,
will return tonight
a
being fixed there is no reason why
tour of the roundhouses after
of the
the owner should not take advantage brief
of the opportunity offered of hauling western grand division.
it. That coal being a low rate freight
Charles Spahr has succeeded M.
is side tracked Invariably In favor of Shear
assistant timekeeper at the
higher
goods, especially perish- shops. as
able lreiglit and supplies fur mer- Ohio. Mr. Spahr came here from
cantile houses, and that this commodity causes much of the congestion
Arthur Patim and II. A. Wygant,
in the fall.
machinists at the Santa Fe shops,
hae resigned. They will leave for
Aiii si; or comic
St. Paul this week.
inn
it ii.vw ai i:it using.
The suit which has been begun at
James Murray, a coppersmith nt
f'hlv.'igo by the government against the simps, will leave Saturday night
'1 s and
i i .1
for his obi home In Columbus, Ohio,
Louisthe Chicago, I
ville for making an agreement to ex- on a thirty days' leave.
change tniusioitalloii for advertising
M.
Shear, assistant
timekeeper,
in a magazine will test the validity of
to
the ruling by the interstate commerce left last night for Ios Angeles,
placeunwhich
he has been transferred.
commission that such exchange is
l
Hepburn
act.
he
The
lawful under
A. hovcll. of Chicago, general sucommission based its ruling upon the perintendent
of motive power. Spent
word "different" in the provision 'n
afternoon nt the simps.
ti,
In which the law prohibits
section
a carrier from receiving "a greater
M. J. In ury. inech mlcal superinor less or different compensation" for tend,
it at .;, Junta, was in tbe citv
one service than it receives for anesterd i , returning north last iii;ht.
similar service.
other substantially
Two questions lire involved in the
Engineers llvtholn ami Kels.v of testified aud said, "it is worth
litigation:
First, was the provision the
Mexico division, are on the
quoted Intended by congress, and does sick Xew
its weight ia gold." $1.00 per
list.
it. In efTevt prohibit the acceptance
by the carrier of anything but money
bottle of druggists.
Book containing
Urn liraiidn freight eiigine 4iio has
for its services'.' Second, assuming been converted lino a swiuh engine..
valuable
information
free.
mailed
that the law dies prohibit the.
of anything but money, is
Fiietiien New by and Fouth are on Tilt CR0:!.ll KEXIUT0R CO.. Atlanta. Ca.
fcuch interference with the liberty of th- - sick list.
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Btast Snap Ever Offered

The

Native Taken From Douglas Moderate Arrivals Last Week
Jail and Rushed to
Left Them In Good

$2.50 to $30,00
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Household Goods

W. E, 1WAUGEP

WOOL

Star Furniture Co.

R9Ov

Ton a an

v
1$

f-

Meat Market

i5

Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Drugtrlsts. 7f.
Take Hall a family Pills for constipation.

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

Are you looking tor pomethlng?

PLANING

(3. A. SLCYQTER

MILL
INSURANCE.

HEAL

E.STATSI
tbe want roluruna of The Till: OLDEST MILL IV THE CITV.
NOTARY i'UPMO
Evening Citizen are for your especial
nii-.- !
l,wv
In
When
i( mil
.
benefit.
It t;ilks to the people and
Scrwu work a mnIhIiv. 103 Rooms 12 and 14 Crnmwel!
hl..- -.
they talk to you.
South 11nrt mrcet. Telephone
Albuquerque. Telephone No.
't--

It.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAOK EIGHT.

Albuquerque

t,. Olln arrived here from Oallup
last night.
T. Barela, of tjis Vegas, arrived In
the oily Inst night.
H. K Hnra, 1111 attorney of Santa
Fe. arrived In the city la.it night.
Mrs. H. J. Iyirk. of Yuma. Arizona,
Is visiting relatives In Silver City.
Charles McOaughey, of Ttaton, has
returned from a visit In Denver.
Mrs. llalph Plntt. of Manila. P. I.,
Is visiting relatives In Haton, N. M.
Miss Arrle Hountree, of Haton. N. VILLAGES
M., has returned from a visit in Hen-to-

When your feet perspire or burn, bathe
them in warm water in which a little alum
has been dissolved. Dust the inside of your
stocking with Allen's Foot Ease. This will
give you relief. For a permanent cure wear
our cool, easy fitting, stylish shoes.
Men's Canvas Shoes or Oxfords
$1.65
Men's Low Shoes, Tan or Black
2.00
Black
or
Shoes,
Tan
Men's High
1. 50
Oxfords
or
Women's Canvas Shoes
Black
1.65
Women's Low Shoes, Tan or
..
.
2.00
Women's High Shoes, Tan or Black.
Shoes and Oxfords for Boys and Girls . . 1. 00

$1

The Reliance Electric Co.f
$
502 West Central Ave.
GO.

Alaska Refrigerators
t

Savin
Ice Pads

Our

Line of

White
erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the
most
complete
in the city

George and William Parsons have
BY GREAT STORM
returned to Santa Fe from a visit
Notary Public
l)enver.
Collections made at Korber Building 124
C. V. drier, of Hoswell, X. M.. was
Berlin, Wis., July 4. Koro, a small
In the city today, en route to Hould-e- r.
m.
N. Second Street From 9 to
Inwn two mlloa frnm this oltv. is a
Colo.
scene of death and destruction causto 4 p. m.
2
and
Ivan Who. a merchant of Grants. ed
night.
by
last
a tornado
Is transacting
business In the city Many buildings are In ruins and
today.
several persons are killed, among Realdenee 723 N. Fourth St.
George P. Learnard, of Learnard them being a woman named Payei
& Llnilemann, depurted last night for and her child.
To our friends and custom
Silver City.
Rain fell here In torrent3 with u
The
it.
Ksquipula Haca and family are high wind accompanyingamong
ers:
me
storm created a panic
nmrtn or July visitors nere irora people
who arj heie to attend the fifPena lilanca.
Our Drug Store is closed
anniversary celebration of th
Judge A. I.,. Morrison, of Santa Fe. tieth
incorporation.
city's
July
address
delivered the Fourth of
today from 1 to 6 p. nx, the
at Kstancla today.
A cleansing, clean, cooling, soothC.tnrtra U Vphpr finil fnmiiv left
other drug; stores refuse to
for a six weeks' outing in the Jemez ing, healing household remedy isSalve,
Hazel
Witch
close but we feel we can af
country yesterday.
I,. Crane. C. W. Wells and wife, O. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
ford to close the sale or a
K. ilerry and t Foster are Helen visTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
itors In the city today.
class or two of soda and that
of
C. P. Owens, a saloonkeeper
At once, woman to do
Sellgman, accompanied by his wife, Is WANTED
small family, good you will forgive us any little
housework:
visiting In the city today.
wages. Inquire Mrs. F. E. Sturges,
A. K. Gillard. a druggist of Wins- 43.1 iNortn Mecona sireei
inconvenience caused your
low, Ariz., was In the city last evenSecond hand buggy and
SALE
FOR
ing on his way to Wisconsin.
cart; also nice pony. W. H. Mc- - selves as it'gives several hard
K.
Hedell and Clifton Chlsholm
AlllMon, Zll west i.nia avenue
have returned to Hoswell, N. M., af- FOR RENT Cottages 4 to 7 rooms, worked men a few hours
ter an eastern visit spent In Ohio.
one furnished; also store rooms. W.
Miss Louise Tenney, daughter of a
H. McMilllon. real estate broker,
contractor at Silver City, Is spending
211 West Gold avenue.
Yours truly,
tho summer In St. Johns, Arizona.
Vnn linvn In t:ikfl what COmeS in
A. Walker, a business man of Hanot
vana, Cuba, with his family, arrived tho iiViuna nf Vint weather, whv and
prepare for It? Our low shoes
In the city last nlgnt rrom tne east.
cnuwomen
ana
for men.
of slippers
Mr. and Mrs. It. M. Parsons,
come as near Doing as cooi an a
Hoswell, N. M., were In the city to- dren
as anything ever will. We
day en route to the Jamestown ex- cucumber
iiu
have tnem in canvas, viui kiu gray.
position.
patent kid, black, white, tan or
C. J. Roberts, of Raton, went to Prices range from $1.60 to $4.00. C.
Denver tniliiv to mpp.t Jill?a Jpnfte G. May's shoe store, 314 West Central
Northcutt, who Is returning from an aver.ue.
eastern visit.
Dick Conners, a popular business
115-11- 7
man of "Wlnslow, Ariz., was In the When in Silvr City Patronize
city last night en route to Mount
Between
Sterling, Iowa.
Briggs
and
Dr. and Mrs. B. H.
son, Iyeslle, depated last night for
Pen Yan, N. Y., where they will spend
several weeks.
PRIVATE BOARDING HlUSE
John Stein, superintendent of the
or
New Mexico division
ti.e Harvey
Next Elks' Opera House
system, arrived here this morning
from El Paso.
Charles Hubbell and Flavio Sando-v.whn hni'p been In Oklahoma, with
with
ten car loads of yearling lambs, have
returned to tne city.
AH
of Atlantic
Mrs. V. A. Pinchon.
City, N. J., and Mrs. W. W. Broad-hyrs- t.
Clothe your family on $1.00
of Silver City, N. M.. are visitper week
.
ing In the city today.
Wait Contral
aim
Edward W. Fox, register at the
U. S. land office at Clayton, N. M.,
has gone to North Carolina for a
three weeks' vacation.
Supplies Finishing, for Amateurs. 1
8elauro and Avellslo Romero, well loan Kodaks free.
are
known sheep men of Peralta,
guests for the Fourth In Albuquerque of Officer Sulazar.
On tho Corner
Esqulpula Baca, of Pena Blanca,
The Leading Stationer.
brought his sick child to the hospital
here yesterday for treatment. Mrs.
Uuca accompanied him.
W. H. Clark, a well known hotel
The Railroad Ayenue 0P,ician
and wool man of Holbrook was here
yesterday en route to the Elks' conEyes Examined Free
vention in Philadelphia.
Miss Mamie Howells, who has been
114 Railroad Avenue
at
employed by the government
FOR CASH ONLY
ALBUQUERQUE, M. M.
Washington, has returned to Raton
on account of her health.
S8.30
Amorlrxin Itloi'k nor ton
S.50
Santa CerrllkiH Lump
Ben Williams, chief of th
8.50
S.
U.
deputy
Fe special police and a
Anthracite Nut
marshal under Marshal Foruker, ar- Anthracite Mixed
Reduction In Trimmed Hata
9.50
rived In the city last night.
Anthracite, furnace sizes
6.00
C. R. and W. H. Foster,
of Ios Clean Gas Coke
Miss C. P. Crane
Perrtllos. nccomnnnled bv their wives Smithing Coul.
are in the city today, to witness the
512 North Second S rct
racing events at Traction park.
Soecialtv of
Captain E. C. Abbott, who has
STYLISH DRESSMAKING
been In a Denver hospital suffering
for
rheumatism
from intlamatory
several weeks, has returned to Santa
M'MBKIl MILli WOOD.
Fe.
Captain "W. M. Hurst, a veteran Green
commission man of Kansas City, ar- Factory
3.25
Stamping Done to Order.
rived In Albuquerque this morning to
Materials for
attend the celebration at Traction
park.
Cant. James Porterfield and bride,
who have been visiting relatives In
Mrs, M. C Wilson
224 W. Gold
Silver city, N. M.. for several weeks,
left today for their home in Sioux aqk"
on.

Water
Coolers

Just Arrived
A new.supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

mm

THE

Diamond

Palace
AVE

RAILROAD
Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Out Glint. Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUAItfe DF.AL.

We lnrlte

nl

Your Credit is Good

1

d

you

nursery

PERHAPS
"rooster"
'cause

unfoitunate
he couldn't find a shoe
to fit and feel comfortawas
ble.

The new low shoes fi
comfortably 'cause we
have them in a variety of
lasts to suit a variety of
feet.
We sell Hanan and
Douglas shoes, none better for the money in
their respective class. See
them in our window.

haven't

Demiel underwear for summer wear.
Friends of ours who have,
tell us they are getting bigger
comfort out of it, than they
expected.
Negligee shirts, spring hosiery, collars, etc., in large
variety prices always
Get next to one of those
$7.50 Outing Suit3 they are
a big Bargain.

SIMON STERN
The Central Avenue Clothier

as

NORTH FIRST STREET

Railroad and Copper Ave., Tel. 74

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

ARAM

TREE PRUNERS
McCormicfc Harvesters and Mowers

Eastman Kodaks

None Better

HAW LEY

C. H. Carries, O. D.

(P (Y A

I

.

WOOD
$2-5-

City, Iowa.
Mis Julia Mahoney, the postmls-- I
tri'BM at Wlnslow, Ariz., accompanied
by her nelce, was in the city last
nltiht en route to Columbus, Ohio, on

a vacation.
Mrs. Alire H. llrown and daughter.
Mis Vivian, arrived yesteriiuy from
Oakland, OH., and will spenu me
Hummer with Mrs. Itrown's daughter,
Mrs. l J. Murphy,
Oscar Gabriel, roadmaster of the

vniip r.nnrFR

FEE'S

UU I

TICKETS

Shaw's Bread R.R.
South Second St
Phone 1056

ROSENFIEl

PEERLESS HOMEMADE
AT WALTON'S DRUG

BELL'S

LIVERY

New Location

424 NORTH SECOND ST.
.

We. are going to explode the big Fire Crackers
in our Second street windows on July 6th at
7 a, m.
This will mark the opening of the greatest
clothing sale ever conducted in this city.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

122 South Second

TELEPHONE 4S

AND

8

ft

Till', ANNEX ROOMING
HOUSE.
New Management.
'ntpd onnoslte the Alva- ra.lo ami toxt to Sturges' caf-- . hai recently been entirely re.
l
i:
and remodeled.
U
i v .me nf tha coolest end
rooming houses
must nttra.-tlvin the cltv. with every modern
convenience. both hot ami
rolj water and electric light.
The onlv house in th town
that will not receive invalids.
You tan Becure a room for
Also
n. r month and up.
by the .lav or week, at rea
your
It
sonable tirlces.
room Is warm and uneomfor;- at.'.e, mnvo to the Annex.

ft

1

H

MllS. I1V.MUIM,

Iririetros.

xxxsnxxxxxixxxxxxxxxxxxxx

18 W.

R.R,

Ave

ADVERTISE IN THE EVENING CITIZEN

WHITNEY GORRPAMY
Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

0

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost O
- - - Less for Repairs - - l$
.
n
FULLY WAKKAN 1 UU

.

I

BOUGHT, SOLO
EXCHANGED

Transactions

D'S,

o(9

-i

oi-.-

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

Assoelatlon Offlot

Z IIXIITITIITTTXrXIXXXXIIIX
H
K

FRESH FISH

Coarantooo

STORE.

II

109 North Flrat St.

ef Indian and Maxlean Goods. The Cbeapast
Plata to bay Navajo Blankets and Usxlean Drawn Work
Mall Ordorm Cmratully mud Promptly rillod.
Mil Kinds

NCY WORK

for

Just Removed to 305

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE

FANCY DRY GOODS

W. H. HAHN & CO.

CANDIES.

119 West Gold

o

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

Riper's

Van

Mrs.

MILIINERY

Water
Filters

POOR

Vann Drug Co.

E. M

Tinners

Plumbers

12

N. M.

ALBUQUmKQUK,

t's

We Have Them in Telephones

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Justice of Peace, Precinct No.

d

Ate Yot Looking for
Bargains?

)'

Wm. Wallace McClellan

in,

2.25
3.50
5.00
2.50

4).

Cf

I

In

4 00

JULY

A new restaurant tmder the management of Marcus and Anderson,
has been opemd In place of the one
formerly known as Graham's Cafe,
and Is now In first class running order. You will find thers the best that
the market affords, at prices to suit
the times. Mr. Anderson Is one of
the best and most experienced cooks
in these parts, and nobobdy knows
the management and flancleHng of a
restaurant better than Mr. Marcus,
Your patronage will be appreciated.

111.

4.00

to

O

RUINED

n.

$M
to
to
to
to
to

division of the Santa

sister there.
J. A. Jameson and wife, of Kett-ne- r,
arrived here last night from the
Amerlcnn Lumber company logging
camp in the Zunl mountains.
They
are en route to Denver.
I
f Prpwlft Info mrent of th Col
orado National Life Insurance com
pany, who has been canvassing tne
southern part of the territory, returned home this morning.
Pres. W. O. Tight of the University
nf Nfu Mnvlnn nn,1 n number of the
county and city school teachers will
leave tomorrow to attena xne convention of the National Educationul
association in Los Angeles.

PA R A (1 U A P II 8

THURSDAY,

CITIZEN.

Fe, left last night for Williams, Arizona, to spend four weeks with his
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51 Cool Shoes for Hot Feet
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